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QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether, pursuant to United States v. Munsingwear,
Inc., 340 U.S. 36 (1950), this Court should vacate the
court of appeals’ judgment and instruct that court to remand the case to the district court with directions to
dismiss all claims for prospective relief regarding pregnant unaccompanied minors.
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The petitioners are Eric D. Hargan, Acting Secretary, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services;
Stephen Wagner, Acting Assistant Secretary, Administration for Children and Families; and Scott Lloyd,
Director, Office of Refugee Resettlement, in their official capacities.
The respondent is Rochelle Garza, as guardian ad litem to unaccompanied minor J.D., on behalf of herself
and others similarly situated.
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UNACCOMPANIED MINOR J.D.
ON PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI
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FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI

The Solicitor General, on behalf of petitioners, respectfully petitions for a writ of certiorari to review the
judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit in this case.
OPINIONS BELOW

The opinion of the en banc court of appeals (App., infra, 18a-64a) is not published in the Federal Reporter,
but is available at 2017 WL 4791102. A prior opinion of
the court of appeals (App., infra, 1a-3a) is unreported.
Another prior opinion of the court of appeals is not published in the Federal Reporter but is available at 2017
WL 4707112.
JURISDICTION

The judgment of the court of appeals was entered on
October 24, 2017. The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 U.S.C. 1254(1).
(1)

2
CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY
PROVISIONS INVOLVED

Pertinent constitutional and statutory provisions are
set forth in the appendix to this petition. App., infra,
75a-94a.
STATEMENT

On the afternoon of October 24, the lower courts held
that the government had to immediately facilitate the
pre-abortion counseling and abortion sought by an unaccompanied alien minor who was apprehended unlawfully entering the United States, who has declined to request voluntary departure to her home country, and
who thus is in the government’s custody. Under Texas
state law, the counseling and abortion must be performed by the same physician and separated by at least
24 hours. When Ms. Doe could not receive counseling
from a physician on the evening of October 24, her representatives informed the government that her appointment would be moved to the morning of October 25,
pushing the abortion procedure to October 26. The government asked to be kept informed of the timing of Ms.
Doe’s abortion procedure, and one of respondent’s
counsel agreed to do so.
Based on those representations, the government informed this Court’s Clerk’s Office and respondent’s
counsel that it would file a stay application the following
morning, October 25. At that point, by their own account, Ms. Doe’s representatives did three things: they
secured the services of Ms. Doe’s original physician
(who had provided counseling the previous week),
moved her appointment from 7:30 to 4:15 a.m. on the
morning of October 25, and changed the appointment
from counseling to an abortion. Although Ms. Doe’s
representatives informed the government of the change
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in timing, they did not inform the government of the
other two developments—which kept the government in
the dark about when Ms. Doe was scheduled to have an
abortion. The government did not learn that critical
fact until shelter personnel arrived with Ms. Doe at the
clinic for her early-morning appointment on October 25.
The government’s efforts to reach respondent’s counsel
were met with silence, until approximately 10 a.m. Eastern Time, when one of respondent’s counsel notified the
government that Ms. Doe had undergone an abortion.
1. When an unaccompanied alien minor enters the
United States, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is normally responsible for the minor’s care and custody pending completion of immigration proceedings. See 8 U.S.C. 1232(b)(1). HHS exercises this responsibility through its Office of Refugee
Resettlement (ORR), which contracts with various private entities that operate shelters and detention centers
for these minors. See ORR, HHS, Children Entering
the United States Unaccompanied: Section 1 (Jan. 30,
2015), https://www.acf.hhs.gov/orr/resource/childrenentering-the-united-states-unaccompanied-section1#1.1.
Generally, a minor has the immediate opportunity to
identify an adult sponsor in the United States to whom
the minor can be released, with preference given to the
minor’s relatives within the United States (if any), though
non-relatives can qualify to be sponsors. HHS promptly
pursues that opportunity and works with the minor and
her family to help identify and consider potential sponsors. See 8 U.S.C. 1232(c)(3); ORR, HHS, Children
Entering the United States Unaccompanied: Section 2
(Jan. 30, 2015), https://www.acf.hhs.gov/orr/resource/
children-entering-the-united-states-unaccompanied-
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section-2; 10/23/17 Jonathan White Decl. (10/23/17
White Decl.) 2-4 (filed under seal; redacted version filed
Oct. 31, 2017).
Once a prospective sponsor applies, HHS determines whether the applicant is “capable of providing for
the child’s physical and mental well-being,” which must
“include verification of the [applicant’s] identity and relationship to the child, if any, as well as an independent
finding that the individual has not engaged in any activity that would indicate a potential risk to the child.”
8 U.S.C. 1232(c)(3)(A). HHS also may, and in some
cases must, conduct a home study. 8 U.S.C. 1232(c)(3)(B).
If no suitable sponsor is found, and the minor does not
voluntarily depart the country, see 8 U.S.C. 1229c;
8 C.F.R. 1240.26, the minor normally remains in an
HHS-contracted shelter or other facility until the age of 18.
2. Jane Doe is 17 years old. In early September
2017, she was apprehended at the border as an unaccompanied minor entering the United States without
authorization, and was placed in HHS custody. She is
currently cared for by a federal grantee at a shelter in
Texas. App., infra, 68a.
Following her arrival, Ms. Doe was given a medical
examination, after which she was informed that she was
pregnant. App., infra, 69a. Shelter staff also asked Ms.
Doe about persons who might sponsor her in the United
States. 10/23/17 White Decl. 2. Two were identified and
called, but they chose not to apply. Ibid. Upon learning
this, Ms. Doe informed shelter staff that she desired to
return to her country of origin, but she did not file formal papers to do so. Ibid. Shelter staff continued to
work with Ms. Doe, those potential sponsors, and other
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family members by phone to help Ms. Doe identify other
potential sponsors. Id. at 3.
Ms. Doe subsequently requested an abortion, which
under Texas law cannot be provided to a minor absent
parental consent or a judicial bypass. App., infra, 69a;
Compl. 4. On September 25, 2017, a Texas state court
granted Ms. Doe a bypass, and also appointed a guardian ad litem and an attorney ad litem. App., infra, 69a;
10/13/17 Brigitte Amiri Decl. (Amiri Decl.) 1.
Texas law further requires that an individual who
seeks to have an abortion receive counseling at least
24 hours in advance of the procedure, and that the counseling be conducted by the same doctor who will perform the procedure. App., infra, 70a. The Director of
ORR evaluated Ms. Doe’s request for an abortion and
declined to permit Ms. Doe to leave her shelter for purposes of attending the state-mandated counseling session or obtaining an abortion. 10/17/17 Jonathan White
Decl. (10/17/17 White Decl.) 2-3; Amiri Decl. 2.
As the ORR’s Deputy Director for Children’s Programs explained, authorizing Ms. Doe to attend such
appointments would entail facilitating an abortion.
HHS or shelter staff would need to (and did) attend
trips to any appointment to maintain ORR’s custody of
Ms. Doe. And even if HHS or the shelter did not
transport Ms. Doe to the abortion clinic, approval would
still require that HHS devote time and staff towards
drafting and executing approval documents and providing direction to the shelter on its role in connection with
the procedure, and would require that HHS expend resources to monitor Ms. Doe’s health after the abortion.
10/17/17 White Decl. 3.
Although ORR thus denied Ms. Doe’s request that
ORR facilitate an abortion, it continued to look for other
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avenues to accommodate her. Shelter staff continued to
pursue information Ms. Doe provided about potential
sponsors. 10/17/17 White Decl. 4. Indeed, at the time
Ms. Doe ultimately underwent an abortion, the government believed that it had identified a potentially suitable sponsor, and it was assisting in compiling the materials for that person’s application. See 10/23/17 White
Decl. 3. At that time, the government believed that the
process could be completed within a week, and it intended to so inform this Court in its stay application.
See id. at 4.
3. On October 13, 2017, Ms. Doe filed the instant
lawsuit, via her guardian ad litem, in the District Court
for the District of Columbia. Compl. 11. 1 Ms. Doe
sought to bring the action “as a class” on behalf of herself and “all other pregnant unaccompanied immigrant
minors in ORR custody nationwide, including those who
will become pregnant during the pendency of this lawsuit.” Ibid. Her complaint alleged six claims: four on
behalf of Ms. Doe and the putative class, seeking injunctive relief based on alleged violations of their Fifth
Amendment rights to privacy and liberty (Count 1),
their First Amendment rights to freedom of speech
Ms. Doe had previously attempted to challenge the government’s actions by seeking to join a lawsuit in the Northern District
of California, ACLU v. Burwell, 16-cv-3539, Docket entry No. 1
(June 24, 2016), and by bringing a habeas corpus action in Texas
state court against the shelter and its employees, In re Doe,
17-DLL-6644 (107th Jud. Dist. Oct. 5, 2017). The district court in
the federal case held that it lacked venue over Ms. Doe’s claims.
16-cv-3539 Docket entry No. 102, at 4 (Oct. 11, 2017). The state habeas corpus case was removed to the Southern District of Texas,
Doe v. International Educational Services (I.E.S.), Inc., 17-cv-211,
and subsequently abated until further notice, 17-cv-211 Order 1
(Oct. 18, 2017).
1
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(Count 2), their Fifth Amendment right to “informational privacy” (Count 3), and their rights under the Establishment Clause (Count 4); and two under Bivens v.
Six Unknown Named Agents of Federal Bureau of
Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), on behalf of Ms. Doe
only, based on alleged violations of the Fifth Amendment (Count 5), and the First Amendment (Count 6).
Compl. 12-15.
At the same time she filed the complaint, Ms. Doe
sought a temporary restraining order (TRO) on several
claims, including the claim that HHS was violating her
Fifth Amendment rights by allegedly prohibiting her
from obtaining state-required counseling and an abortion. D. Ct. Doc. 1-10 (Oct. 13, 2017). The government
opposed the TRO, arguing that because Ms. Doe had
the option of requesting voluntary departure or of finding a sponsor, HHS had not imposed an undue burden
on any abortion right. D. Ct. Doc. 10, at 1-2 (Oct. 17,
2017).
Following an emergency hearing on October 18, the
district court granted the TRO. The court ordered the
government to transport Ms. Doe (or allow her guardian ad litem or attorney ad litem to transport her) to the
nearest abortion provider for counseling and an abortion within two to three days. App., infra, 72a-73a. In
addition, the court restrained the government from
forcing Ms. Doe to reveal her abortion decision to anyone, or revealing it to anyone themselves; retaliating
against Ms. Doe for her decision to have an abortion; or
retaliating or threatening to retaliate against the shelter for any actions it might take to facilitate Ms. Doe’s
access to counseling or an abortion. Id. at 74a. Con-
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sistent with the TRO, Ms. Doe received the state-mandated counseling on October 19. Resp. C.A. Opp. to
Mot. for Stay 8 n.5 (Oct. 19, 2017).
4. The government immediately filed a notice of appeal and an emergency motion for a stay pending appeal, focusing on Ms. Doe’s Fifth Amendment claim.
Gov’t Emergency Mot. for Stay 7-8 & n.3 (Oct. 18, 2017).
A panel of the D.C. Circuit heard argument on the
morning of Friday, October 20. C.A. Oral Arg. Mins.
Later that day, a majority of the panel issued a brief
order vacating the portion of the TRO that required
HHS to transport Ms. Doe (or to allow her to be transported) to either pre-abortion counseling or an abortion
appointment. App., infra, 1a-2a. 2 The panel majority
recognized that if Ms. Doe, who was then approximately
15 weeks pregnant, secured a sponsor, she would be
able to lawfully obtain an abortion on her own. Id. at
2a; see id. at 69a-71a. As the panel majority explained,
so long as the sponsorship process “occurs expeditiously,” it “does not unduly burden the minor’s right”
to obtain an abortion. Id. at 2a. The panel majority
therefore directed the district court to allow until Tuesday, October 31—a period of 11 additional days—for
Ms. Doe to identify, and the government to vet and approve, a sponsor. Ibid. If a sponsor could not be approved in that time, then the district court could issue
any “appropriate order,” and the parties could appeal.
Ibid.

The panel majority agreed with the parties that the court had
jurisdiction because the TRO “was more akin to preliminary injunctive relief and [wa]s therefore appealable under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1).”
App., infra, 2a n.1.
2
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Judge Henderson indicated that she concurred in the
order, with her reasoning to come within five days.
App., infra, 3a. Judge Millett dissented. Id. at 4a-17a.
5. At approximately 10 p.m. on Sunday, October 22,
Ms. Doe filed an emergency petition for rehearing en
banc and an emergency motion to recall the mandate in
the court of appeals, as well as two new declarations in
the district court that were supplied to the court of appeals (one of which raised, for the first time in this proceeding, the suggestion that Ms. Doe might have a claim
to remain in the United States because she alleged
abuse in her home country). Pet. for Reh’g 12. At approximately 11 p.m. on October 22, the D.C. Circuit ordered the government to respond to the petition for rehearing by 11 a.m. the next morning. 10/22/17 C.A. Order 1. The government did so (and also submitted a
sealed declaration calling into question Ms. Doe’s abuse
allegations). Gov’t Response to Pet. for Reh’g.
At approximately 3 p.m. on October 24, a majority of
the en banc court of appeals granted the petition for rehearing and denied the government’s motion for a stay
pending appeal because “the stringent requirements for
a stay” had not been met. App., infra, 19a. The court
also affirmed the substance of the district court’s injunctive relief, remanding the case to the district court
“for further proceedings to amend the effective dates in
* * * its injunction.” Ibid.; see id. at 19a n.1. The en
banc majority did not specify its precise reasoning, but
stated that it reached its decision “substantially for the
reasons set forth in the October 20, 2017 dissenting
statement of Circuit Judge Millett,” id. at 19a, which
had argued that “[t]he government’s refusal to release
J.D. from custody” constituted an undue burden and
was tantamount to an “unqualified denial of and flat
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prohibition” on the procedure, id. at 8a (Millett, J., dissenting). Judge Millett concurred in the en banc order,
reiterating and expanding upon her prior reasoning. Id.
at 21a-34a.
Judge Kavanaugh, joined by Judges Henderson and
Griffith, dissented on the ground that “[t]he threejudge panel reached a careful decision that prudently
accommodated the competing interests of the parties”
and was “dictated by Supreme Court precedent.” App.,
infra, 59a (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting). Judge Henderson would have further held that because Ms. Doe is in
the United States illegally, and has not developed substantial connections here, she “cannot avail herself of
the constitutional rights afforded those legally within
our borders,” including the right to an abortion. Id. at
43a (Henderson, J., dissenting).
6. At approximately 4 p.m. on October 24, Ms. Doe’s
guardian ad litem filed in the district court an emergency motion to amend the TRO. The motion requested
that the TRO be modified to provide that the government make Ms. Doe available “promptly and without
delay, on such dates, including today, * * * as shall be
specified by [her] guardian ad litem or attorney ad litem, in order to obtain the counseling required by state
law and to obtain the abortion procedure.” D. Ct. Doc.
27, at 1 (Oct. 24, 2017). According to the motion, the
guardian ad litem “has been informed, and represents
to the [district c]ourt, that a qualified physician is available at the nearest clinic today, and will be available to
perform the procedure tomorrow.” Id. at 2.
At approximately 5 p.m., without giving the government an opportunity to respond, the district court
granted the motion, adopting Ms. Doe’s proposed language and ordering the government to make Ms. Doe
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immediately available for counseling and an abortion.
App., infra, 66a. The remainder of the modified TRO
was identical to that court’s original order. Id. at 67a.
At approximately 10:30 p.m. that same night, the court
entered findings of fact in support of the amended TRO.
Id. at 68a-71a.
7. The government planned to seek an emergency
stay from this Court before Ms. Doe could obtain an
abortion. In light of counsel’s representations that no
abortion would take place until October 26, the government informed this Court and respondent’s counsel that
it would file an emergency application for a stay on the
morning of October 25. Sometime later that evening,
Ms. Doe’s appointment was changed so that instead of
obtaining counseling at 7:30 a.m. on October 25, she
would undergo an abortion at 4:15 a.m. that morning,
just hours before the government planned to file its stay
application. Respondent’s representatives did not notify the government or the shelter of the changed nature of the appointment.
a. As explained above, under state law, Ms. Doe was
required to attend a counseling session 24 hours before
any abortion procedure, and the counseling had to be
with the same doctor who would perform the abortion.
App., infra, 70a. 3 Ms. Doe attended counseling on
Thursday, October 19, while the first TRO was in effect.
Resp. C.A. Opp. to Mot. for Stay 8 n.5. Respondent’s
counsel, however, had represented that the doctor who

See, e.g., D.C. Cir. Oral Arg. 1:13:45-1:15:10, https://www.cadc.
uscourts.gov/recordings/recordings.nsf/DocsByMonday?OpenView
&StartKey=201710&Count=37&scode=3 (quoted at App., infra,
31a n.6 (Millett, J., concurring)); Resp. C.A. Opp. to Mot. for Stay 89; D. Ct. Doc. 1-10, at 1.
3
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was available to perform an abortion (and provide counseling) during the week of October 16 was different than
the doctor who would be available to perform the procedure during the week of October 23, when the D.C. Circuit ultimately ruled. Id. at 8-9 (“This week, the doctor
at the health care facility in South Texas provides abortions until 17.6 weeks. But next week the doctor only
provides abortion to 15.6 weeks.”).
Counsel’s representations to the district court on October 24 confirmed that Ms. Doe would need to participate in a new counseling session and then wait a day before she could undergo an abortion. Counsel asked the
court to order the government to make Ms. Doe available “promptly and without delay, on such dates, including today, * * * in order to obtain the counseling required by state law and to obtain the abortion procedure.” D. Ct. Doc. 27, at 1 (emphasis added). Counsel
stated: “Plaintiff has been informed, and represents to
the Court, that a qualified physician is available at the
nearest clinic today, and will be available to perform the
procedure tomorrow.” Id. at 2 (emphasis added). Counsel thus reaffirmed to the court that for Ms. Doe to obtain an abortion, she would need to complete a two-step,
24-hour process.
b. Following the district court’s entry of the modified TRO at approximately 5 p.m. on October 24, counsel made similar representations directly to the government. First, Ms. Doe’s guardian ad litem, attorney ad
litem, and counsel from the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) all requested that the Texas shelter
transport Ms. Doe to the clinic immediately. See Assistant U.S. Att’y Decl. 2 & Exs. B-D (Nov. 1, 2017) (AUSA
Decl.) (lodged with the Court). At 6:13 p.m. on October
24, government counsel contacted respondent’s counsel
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by telephone, confirming that she was being transported to the clinic and asking to be apprised of the timing of any appointments. Government counsel followed
up with an email to respondent’s counsel, confirming
that the shelter was transporting Ms. Doe to the clinic
on October 24, and asking to be notified of the timing of
“tomorrow’s procedure.” Email from Pets. Att’y to
Resp. Att’y (Oct. 24, 2017, 18:26 EST) (on file with the
Office of the Solicitor General). At 6:28 p.m., respondent’s counsel confirmed receipt of the email and phone
call, and assured government counsel that “[a]s soon as
we understand the clinic’s schedule tomorrow we will let
you know.” Email from Resp. Att’y to Pets. Att’y (Oct.
24, 2017) (on file with the Office of the Solicitor General).
Roughly 45 minutes later, respondent’s counsel informed government counsel that the doctor was not able
to stay for the appointment that evening, which would
be rescheduled for the following morning at 7:30 a.m.
Email from Resp. Att’y to Pets. Att’y (Oct. 24, 2017,
19:17 EST) (on file with the Office of the Solicitor General). Around the same time, Ms. Doe’s attorney ad litem separately informed the assigned Assistant United
States Attorney (AUSA) that Ms. Doe’s previous doctor
was not available; that it was no longer feasible for Ms.
Doe to receive counseling that evening (October 24);
and that as a result the abortion could not take place
until October 26. Ms. Doe’s attorney ad litem further
stated that the doctor had agreed to stay for an extra
day, in order to perform the abortion on October 26.
See AUSA Decl. 2.
c. These representations made clear that the appointment rescheduled for the morning of October 25
would be for counseling, with an abortion to follow no
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earlier than the morning of October 26. By their own
acknowledgement, respondent’s counsel shared that
understanding. See Letter from David D. Cole, Nat’l
Legal Dir., Am. Civil Liberties Union, to Noel J. Francisco, Solicitor Gen. 2 (Oct. 30, 2017) (ACLU Letter)
(lodged with the Court) (“We did not become aware, until late in the evening of October 24, that it might be
possible for the physician who had counseled Ms. Doe
on October 19 to return to the clinic to perform the abortion on the morning of October 25. It was not clear until
the morning of October 25 that he would in fact be able
to do so.”).
Based on the representations of counsel that no
abortion would occur until October 26, at approximately
9 p.m. on October 24, the government informed the
Clerk’s Office and respondent’s counsel that it would
file the application the following morning (October 25),
which would allow the Court a full day to consider it before Ms. Doe could undergo an abortion. Respondent’s
counsel confirmed receipt of the email stating the government’s intent to file the next morning and did not
indicate any plans for an abortion to occur before then.
Later that night, Ms. Doe’s guardian ad litem informed the Texas shelter and the AUSA that Ms. Doe’s
appointment had been moved to 4:15 a.m. Central Time.
AUSA Decl. 4 & Ex. K. The email did not explain the
reason for the change nor state that the appointment
was now for an abortion. Ibid. In addition, neither the
AUSA nor the shelter was instructed to refrain from
giving Ms. Doe food or drink before the appointment, as
would have been medically indicated if the appointment
were for an abortion. Id. at 4 & Exs. I-J. Although the
change in the appointment time caused shelter staff to
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wonder later that night whether the nature of the appointment also might have changed, see id. Ex. M, they
were never told that the early-morning appointment
would be for an abortion rather than counseling.
Respondent’s counsel has now explained that, unbeknownst to the government, at some point “late in the
evening of October 24,” they became “aware” that “it
might be possible for the physician who had counseled
Ms. Doe on October 19 to return to the clinic to perform
the abortion on the morning of October 25.” ACLU Letter 2. Respondent’s counsel has further explained that
at some point early in the morning of October 25, it became “clear” that the original doctor “would in fact be
able to” perform the procedure that morning. Ibid. Significantly, however, respondent’s counsel did not notify
the government of this possibility—notwithstanding
their earlier acquiescence in a request to keep government counsel informed of the timing of the “procedure”
and the government’s subsequent notice of its intent to
seek relief in this Court that same morning.
At 4:15 a.m. Central Time on the morning of October
25, shelter staff arrived with Ms. Doe at the clinic. At
4:30 a.m. Central Time, shelter staff emailed government personnel that the clinic had indicated that Ms.
Doe would be undergoing an abortion. AUSA Decl. 4-5
& Ex. M. After receiving that information, government
counsel twice emailed respondent’s counsel to inquire
as to the nature of the appointment. Two hours after
the government’s first email was sent, counsel informed
the government that Ms. Doe “had the abortion this
morning.” Email from Resp. Att’y to Pets. Att’y (Oct.
25, 2017; 10:00 EST) (on file with the Office of the Solicitor General). Because these developments precluded
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any possibility of effective relief, the government did
not file its stay application with the Court.
8. On October 26, the Solicitor General wrote to the
National Legal Director of the ACLU, which represents
respondent in this case. Letter from Noel J. Francisco,
Solicitor Gen., to David D. Cole, Nat’l Legal Dir., Am.
Civil Liberties Union 1-4 (Oct. 26, 2017) (SG Letter)
(lodged with the Court). The Solicitor General recounted the above series of events, ibid., and expressed
his concern that “ACLU attorneys misled the Department of Justice about when Jane Doe would undergo an
abortion, thereby preventing the Department from
seeking Supreme Court review,” id. at 1. The Solicitor
General stated that “[i]f such conduct occurred, it would
be contrary to those attorneys’ obligations and responsibilities as officers of the Court,” ibid., and he requested “the favor of a response * * * so that I may
determine whether to raise this incident with the
Court,” id. at 4.
On the morning of Monday, October 30, the ACLU
responded to the Solicitor General’s letter. ACLU Letter 1-2. In its view, the government’s concern is “unfounded,” because ACLU attorneys “were in touch with
the government about the timing of Ms. Doe’s appointments for the sole purpose of ensuring that the shelter
would abide by the court order to transport her at the
appropriate times,” and “[c]ounsel never agreed to provide the government information about the nature of
Ms. Doe’s appointments or to give the government advance notice of the imminence of the abortion.” Id. at 1.
The ACLU did not address government counsel’s request on October 24 to be notified of the timing of Ms.
Doe’s abortion, or ACLU counsel’s response that “[a]s
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soon as we understand the clinic’s schedule tomorrow
we will let you know,” p. 13, supra.
The ACLU further explained that, as noted above, it
“did not become aware, until late in the evening of October 24, that it might be possible for the physician”
who had previously counseled Ms. Doe to “perform the
abortion on the morning of October 25,” and that “[i]t
was not clear until the morning of October 25 that he
would in fact be able to do so.” ACLU Letter 2. The
ACLU did not say whether those events were a response to the government’s notice that it intended to file
a stay application with the Court the following morning,
and thus whether respondent’s counsel attempted to
prevent this Court’s review. The ACLU also did not
dispute that Ms. Doe’s representatives had repeatedly
informed the courts and government counsel that Ms.
Doe would need to attend a new counseling session with
a new doctor and wait 24 hours before she could obtain
an abortion; that Ms. Doe’s attorney ad litem had specifically informed the government that the abortion
would take place on October 26; and that respondent’s
counsel was aware that the United States would seek a
stay from this Court on the morning of October 25.
Without addressing any of those facts, the ACLU concluded that it was “under no legal, ethical, or self-imposed obligation” to “facilitate the government’s ability” to seek a stay from this Court by informing the government that Ms. Doe would obtain an abortion in the
early morning hours of October 25. Ibid.
REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

This appeal presented the question whether the government must facilitate access to an abortion that is not
medically necessary to preserve the life or health of an
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unaccompanied alien minor who was apprehended unlawfully entering the United States, who declines to request voluntary departure to her home country, who
has not yet identified a qualified sponsor to whom she
can be released, and who thus is in the government’s
custody. The answer to that question is no. Under this
Court’s case law, the government may adopt policies favoring life over abortion; it is not obligated to facilitate
abortion; and the government acts permissibly when it
does not place an undue burden in a woman’s path.
Here, the government imposed no undue burden: Ms.
Doe contended that the government’s actions as her
custodian were obstructing her access to an abortion in
violation of the Fifth Amendment, but she could have
left government custody by seeking voluntary departure, or by working with the government to identify a
suitable sponsor who could take custody of her in the
United States. Given those options, the government
was under no obligation to facilitate Ms. Doe’s abortion.
The divided en banc court of appeals reached the
contrary conclusion on the afternoon of October 24.
Over the dissent of three judges, without holding oral
argument, and after requiring the government to oppose the petition for rehearing en banc literally overnight, the en banc court vacated the panel majority’s decision that had put in place a modest period of time—
11 additional days—for the parties to secure a sponsor
to whom Ms. Doe could be released. That narrow ruling, which had the potential to permit Ms. Doe to access
an abortion without requiring the government to facilitate it, was far more appropriate in the circumstances
of this case than the en banc court’s sweeping constitutional rule and the district court’s order for immediate
relief that would be final rather than “temporary.”
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The government therefore was prepared to seek
emergency relief from this Court, both because it disagreed with the merits of the en banc court’s ruling and
because HHS believed it had identified a potential sponsor. But Ms. Doe’s counsel ensured that did not happen.
Although they had represented to the government that,
in light of Texas law and logistical constraints, no abortion would occur until the morning of October 26—and
although the government had relied on those representations in deciding to file its application for a stay on the
morning of October 25 and informed respondent’s counsel of its intent to so file—Ms. Doe then underwent an
abortion a few hours before the government would seek
relief from this Court. Respondent’s counsel provided
no notice to the government of that critical development, despite their previous acquiescence in government counsel’s request that the government be kept informed of the scheduling of the abortion “procedure.”
In light of these circumstances, and the fact that the
appeal was mooted before this Court’s review based on
the “unilateral action of the party who prevailed below,”
U.S. Bancorp Mortg. Co. v. Bonner Mall P’ship,
513 U.S. 18, 25 (1994), this Court should apply its
longstanding practice of vacating the judgment of the
court of appeals and remanding the case to that court
with instructions to direct the district court to dismiss
all claims that are now moot, i.e., all claims for prospective relief regarding pregnant unaccompanied minors.
1. The portions of the TRO addressed by the court
of appeals—those requiring the government to make
Ms. Doe available for pre-abortion counseling and an
abortion, and restraining the government from interfering with her access to those services—are now moot.
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According to respondent’s counsel, Ms. Doe has undergone an abortion. Moreover, no exception to the mootness doctrine applies. The government did not voluntarily cease its conduct, and Ms. Doe’s claims regarding
access to abortion are not capable of repetition yet
evading review because there is no “reasonable expectation that the same complaining party” (i.e., Ms. Doe)
will again become pregnant and seek an abortion while
in government custody. Kingdomware Techs., Inc. v.
United States, 136 S. Ct. 1969, 1976 (2016) (citation
omitted).
2. When, as here, an appeal becomes moot “while on
its way [to this Court] or pending [a] decision on the
merits,” this Court’s “established practice” is to “vacate
the judgment below and remand with a direction to dismiss.” United States v. Munsingwear, Inc., 340 U.S.
36, 39 (1950); see id. at 39 n.2; see also, e.g., Trump v.
Hawaii, No. 16-1540, 2017 WL 4782860 (Oct. 24, 2017);
Karcher v. May, 484 U.S. 72, 82 (1987); Burke v.
Barnes, 479 U.S. 361, 365 (1987); Duke Power Co. v.
Greenwood Cnty., 299 U.S. 259, 267 (1936) (per curiam).
This Court has followed that approach in “countless
cases,” Great W. Sugar Co. v. Nelson, 442 U.S. 92, 93
(1979) (per curiam), and it is the “normal” procedure in
the event of mootness, Camreta v. Greene, 563 U.S. 692,
713 (2011). The rule serves important purposes: “A
party who seeks review of the merits of an adverse ruling, but is frustrated by the vagaries of circumstance”
or the “unilateral action of the party who prevailed below,” “ought not in fairness be forced to acquiesce in the
judgment.” Bonner Mall, 513 U.S. at 25. At the same
time, “[v]acatur ‘clears the path for future relitigation’
by eliminating a judgment the loser was stopped from
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opposing on direct review.” Arizonans for Official English v. Arizona, 520 U.S. 43, 71 (1997) (citation omitted).
The case for vacatur is especially strong here for three
reasons.
a. First, the United States was denied review by the
actions of opposing counsel. Vacatur is fundamentally
an “equitable remedy” that recognizes “[a] party who
seeks review of the merits of an adverse ruling * * *
ought not in fairness be forced to acquiesce in the judgment” when “mootness results from unilateral action of
the party who prevailed below.” Bonner Mall, 513 U.S.
at 25; see, e.g., Arizonans for Official English, 520 U.S.
at 75 (“agree[ing]” with State’s position that “[i]t would
certainly be a strange doctrine that would permit a
plaintiff to obtain a favorable judgment, take voluntary
action [that] moot[s] the dispute, and then retain the
[benefit of the] judgment”) (citation omitted; second,
third, and fourth brackets in original). That is precisely
what would happen absent vacatur in this case. Ms. Doe
obtained a favorable judgment from the court of appeals, and then mooted that judgment by undergoing an
abortion hours before her counsel knew the government
would seek review in this Court, and without counsel’s
notifying the government of the changed nature of the
early morning appointment. In these circumstances,
the government should not be forced to “acquiesce in
the judgment.” Bonner Mall, 513 U.S. at 25.
b. Second, vacatur is appropriate because, absent
mootness, this Court likely would have granted certiorari. The en banc majority’s disposition of Ms. Doe’s
Fifth Amendment claim warranted this Court’s review.
Over the dissent of three judges, the en banc majority
ordered the government to make Ms. Doe—an unaccompanied minor who was apprehended entering the
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United States unlawfully, who has refused to request
voluntary departure to her home country, who has not
yet located a qualified sponsor to whom she can be
released, and who thus is in government custody—
immediately available for counseling and an abortion.
It ordered that irreversible procedure in the form of
“temporary” or “preliminary” relief; without holding
oral argument; and after requiring the government to
oppose the motion for rehearing en banc literally overnight. The en banc majority did so even though there is
no precedent from this Court (or any court) holding that
the federal government imposes an “undue burden” by
refusing to facilitate access to an abortion for a pregnant unaccompanied minor who retains the freedom to
leave government custody by returning to her home
country or by helping to identify a suitable sponsor.
Moreover, this Court has repeatedly made clear that
the government generally need not facilitate abortions.
See Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 846
(1992); Webster v. Reproductive Health Servs., 492 U.S.
490, 509 (1989); Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297, 315-316
(1980); Maher v. Roe, 432 U.S. 464, 471-474 (1977).
The en banc majority jettisoned the panel majority’s
far more moderate decision, which gave the parties a
brief additional period of time to secure an acceptable
sponsor for Ms. Doe. As the panel majority recognized,
such a short pause in the proceedings would not have
constituted an undue burden, and it had the potential to
remove any alleged government obstacle to Ms. Doe’s
obtaining an abortion, while also ensuring that the government was not required to facilitate the procedure.
In fact, at the time the en banc court ruled, we had been
informed by HHS that a potential sponsor had been
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identified, HHS was assisting that person with the application, and HHS believed that the approval process
could be completed within a week (assuming the individual applied and was qualified). The government intended to so inform this Court in its stay application.
Given the extraordinary circumstances here, the government respectfully submits it is reasonably likely that
the Court would have granted the government’s stay
application and its petition for a writ of certiorari. 4
c. Third, this Court explained in Munsingwear that
“a judgment, unreviewable because of mootness,”
should not be permitted to “spawn[] any legal consequences.” 340 U.S. at 41; see Camreta, 563 U.S. at 713.
Here, the court of appeals’ decision on Ms. Doe’s nowmoot claim for injunctive relief could have significant legal consequences: Ms. Doe also seeks damages for her
Fifth Amendment claim under Bivens v. Six Unknown
Named Agents of Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 403
U.S. 388 (1971). See Compl. 14-15; Town of Chester v.
LaRoe Estates, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1645, 1651 & n.3 (2017)
The United States has argued that when a case has become moot
after the court of appeals’ ruling, but before a petition for certiorari
is granted, this Court ordinarily should decline to vacate the decision below if the case would not have warranted review on the merits. See Stephen M. Shapiro et al., Supreme Court Practice § 5.13,
at 357-358, 968 n.33 (10th ed. 2013); see, e.g., Gov’t Amicus Br. at 10,
McFarling v. Monsanto Co., 545 U.S. 1139 (2005) (No. 04-31). For
the reasons discussed above, this Court likely would have granted
the government’s stay application and its petition for certiorari; vacating the decision below therefore would be fully consistent with
the practice the government has urged in other cases. In any event,
even if review were not otherwise warranted under different circumstances, vacatur still would be appropriate in the circumstances
of this case because the government’s reasonable reliance on the
representations of opposing counsel frustrated the government’s
opportunity to seek this Court’s review.
4
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(noting that “standing is not dispensed in gross” because a case or controversy must exist with respect to
each claim) (quoting Davis v. Federal Election
Comm’n, 554 U.S. 724, 734 (2008)). Although the individual defendants have additional defenses to that
claim, their future litigation should not be constrained
by the D.C. Circuit’s “preliminary” adjudication of the
merits of the Fifth Amendment claim. Camreta, 563
U.S. at 713.
Moreover, Ms. Doe, through her guardian ad litem,
brought this case as a putative class action on behalf of
herself and “all other pregnant unaccompanied immigrant minors in ORR custody nationwide, including
those who will become pregnant during the pendency of
this lawsuit.” Compl. 11. If the decision below is not
vacated—and the putative class members’ claims are
not dismissed, see pp. 25-26, infra—it could be applied
to those claims for relief. That would squarely implicate
one of vacatur’s key purposes: “clear[ing] the path for
future relitigation of the issues between the parties.”
Munsingwear, 340 U.S. at 40. The en banc court’s decision should not be left on the books for use by these
and other plaintiffs.
3. Under Munsingwear, this Court’s general practice is to vacate the decision below and remand with instructions that the case be dismissed. 340 U.S. at 39.
Here, however, Ms. Doe’s abortion did not necessarily
moot all of her claims: Counts 5 and 6 seek damages
under Bivens, supra, and some of her claims for prospective relief involve the government’s potential postabortion conduct, such as disclosure of the fact that an
abortion has occurred. See Compl. 14-15. Thus, the appropriate disposition is for the Court to vacate the judg-
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ment below and remand to the court of appeals with instructions to direct the district court to dismiss Ms.
Doe’s claims for injunctive relief insofar as they relate
to the government’s treatment of pregnant unaccompanied minors. Ms. Doe is no longer pregnant and has no
ongoing interest in those claims.
That Ms. Doe filed this complaint as a putative class
action does not change the analysis. See Compl. 11. A
putative class action, or particular claims within it, generally will become moot once the named plaintiff’ s
claims no longer present a live controversy. Board of
Sch. Comm’rs v. Jacobs, 420 U.S. 128, 129 (1975) (per
curiam). This Court has recognized an exception when
“the named plaintiff’ s individual claim becomes moot after” the district court rules on class certification, Genesis Healthcare Corp. v. Symczyk, 569 U.S. 66, 74 (2013),
but that rule does not apply here because this case
never reached that juncture. Ms. Doe filed her motion
for class certification just one week before she obtained
an abortion; the government has not yet responded to
the motion; and the district court has not yet ruled on
it. D. Ct. Doc. 18 (Oct. 18, 2017); see Genesis Healthcare
Corp., 569 U.S. at 75.
Nor are the putative class claims regarding pregnant
minors saved by the further exception for claims that
“are ‘so inherently transitory that the trial court will not
have even enough time to rule on a motion for class certification before the proposed representative’s individual interest expires.’ ” Genesis Healthcare Corp., 569
U.S. at 76 (citation omitted); see County of Riverside v.
McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44, 52 (1991) (applying exception
in context of individuals held without probable cause determinations); Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 105, 110 n.11
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(1975) (same). We simply do not know whether the district court could have ruled on Ms. Doe’s motion for
class certification before her interest in the claims for
pre-abortion injunctive relief otherwise would have expired. The district court’s consideration was cut short
not because Ms. Doe’s pregnancy came to term, or even
because she obtained an abortion after an orderly appellate process. It was cut short because Ms. Doe underwent an abortion one week after filing her motion for
class certification—and just hours before (as her counsel knew) the government would seek further review.
4. Finally, in light of the extraordinary circumstances of this case, the government respectfully submits that this Court may wish to issue an order to show
cause why disciplinary action should not be taken
against respondent’s counsel—either directly by this
Court or through referral to the state bars to which
counsel belong—for what appear to be material misrepresentations and omissions to government counsel designed to thwart this Court’s review. See Sup. Ct. R.
8.2 (“After reasonable notice and an opportunity to
show cause why disciplinary action should not be taken,
and after a hearing if material facts are in dispute, the
Court may take any appropriate disciplinary action
against any attorney who is admitted to practice before
it for conduct unbecoming a member of the Bar.”). 5
See also, e.g., In re Discipline of Shipley, 135 S. Ct. 779 (2014)
(order to show cause why attorney should not be sanctioned for his
conduct as a member of the Bar of this Court); In re Sibley, 63
S. Ct. 203 (1942) (same); In re Hall, 57 S. Ct. 107 (1936) (disbarring
attorney for conduct unbecoming a member of the Bar of this
Court); In re Davis, 289 U.S. 704 (1933) (order to show cause for
same); In re Gilbert, 276 U.S. 294 (1928) (imposing sanctions for
same); In re Moore, 177 F. Supp. 2d 197, 199 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (sug5
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Respondent’s counsel have taken the position that
they did not have “any legal or ethical obligation” to
keep the government informed of the timing of Ms.
Doe’s abortion. ACLU Letter 1. Perhaps that would be
true if there had not been numerous filings and representations by counsel about the timing of that procedure. But they repeatedly represented—to courts and
government counsel—that Ms. Doe would need to attend a new counseling session with a new doctor and
wait 24 hours before she could obtain an abortion.
Those representations were part of their request for immediate relief from the district court, which the court
granted shortly after the court of appeals’ ruling. Once
the district court did so, government counsel asked to
be notified of the timing of Ms. Doe’s abortion, and respondent’s counsel responded that “[a]s soon as we understand the clinic’s schedule tomorrow we will let you
know,” p. 13, supra. Ms. Doe’s attorney ad litem separately informed the AUSA that the doctor had agreed
to stay an extra day, so that the abortion would take
place on October 26.
It was against that backdrop that the government
decided to file its stay application on the morning of October 25, which should have allowed a full day for this
Court to consider the application (and the government’s
accompanying request for an administrative stay) before Ms. Doe underwent an abortion. The government
informed respondent’s counsel of its intent to file the
next morning. As the ACLU has now explained, at some
point thereafter—and perhaps as a response to the government’s notice—Ms. Doe’s representatives secured
gesting that this Court’s order debarring attorney, In re Disbarment of Moore, 529 U.S. 1127 (2000), was based on conduct unbecoming a member of the Bar).
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the services of her original physician and changed the
purpose of her October 25 morning appointment. See
ACLU Letter 2. Given the dealings between the parties, respondent’s counsel at least arguably had an obligation to notify the government of this incredibly significant development. Applicants for emergency relief—for
instance, in the capital context—often face imminent action by the opposing party, and in the absence of judicial
relief, the challenged action generally may proceed.
But that does not mean that those planning to take authorized action may covertly change its timing, without
notice to those affected by the change and in full awareness that opposing counsel has relied upon previous
representations. The government recognizes that respondent’s counsel have a duty to zealously advocate on
behalf of their client, but they also have duties to this
Court and to the Bar. It appears under the circumstances that those duties may have been violated, and
that disciplinary action may therefore be warranted. At
the least, this Court may wish to seek an explanation
from counsel regarding this highly unusual chain of
events.
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CONCLUSION

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be
granted, the judgment of the court of appeals should be
vacated, and the case should be remanded to the court
of appeals with instructions to remand to the district
court for dismissal of all claims for prospective relief regarding pregnant unaccompanied minors.
Respectfully submitted.
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APPENDIX A
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

No. 17-5236
Sept. Term, 2017
1:17-cv-02122-TSC
ROCHELLE GARZA, AS GUARDIAN AD LITEM TO
UNACCOMPANIED MINOR J.D., ON BEHALF OF HERSELF
AND OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, APPELLEE
v.
ERIC D. HARGAN, ACTING SECRETARY, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES, ET AL., APPELLANTS
Filed on: Oct. 20, 2017
ORDER

HENDERSON,* KAVANAUGH, and MILLETT,**
Circuit Judges
BEFORE:

Upon consideration of the emergency motion for
stay pending appeal, the opposition, the supplement
thereto, and the reply; the brief of amici curiae; the
administrative stay entered on October 19, 2017; and
the oral argument of the parties, it is
ORDERED that the administrative stay be dis-

solved.

It is

FURTHER ORDERED that the District Court’s
temporary restraining order entered on October 18,

(1a)

2a
2017, be vacated as to paragraphs 1 and 2 of the order
and that the case be remanded to the District Court. 1
The Government argues that, pursuant to standard
HHS policy, a sponsor may be secured for a minor
unlawful immigrant in HHS custody, including for a
minor who is seeking an abortion. The Government
argues that this process—by which a minor is released
from HHS custody to a sponsor—does not unduly
burden the minor’s right under Supreme Court precedent to an abortion. We agree, so long as the process
of securing a sponsor to whom the minor is released occurs expeditiously. Cf. Planned Parenthood v. Casey,
505 U.S. 833, 899 (1992); Ohio v. Akron Center for
Reproductive Health, 497 U.S. 502, 513 (1990). The
District Court is directed to allow HHS until Tuesday,
October 31, 2017, at 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time for a sponsor to be secured for J.D. and for J.D. to be released to
the sponsor. If a sponsor is secured and J.D. is released from HHS custody to the sponsor, HHS agrees
that J.D. then will be lawfully able, if she chooses, to
obtain an abortion on her own pursuant to the relevant
state law. If a sponsor is not secured and J.D. is not
released to the sponsor by that time, the District Court
may re-enter a temporary restraining order, preliminary injunction, or other appropriate order, and the
Government or J.D. may, if they choose, immediately
appeal. We note that the Government has assumed,
for purposes of this case, that J.D.—an unlawful immiAs both parties agree, we have jurisdiction over this appeal because the District Court’s temporary restraining order was more
akin to preliminary injunctive relief and is therefore appealable
under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1). See Sampson v. Murray, 415 U.S.
61, 86 n.58 (1974).
1

3a
grant who apparently was detained shortly after unlawfully crossing the border into the United States—
possesses a constitutional right to obtain an abortion in
the United States. It is
FURTHER ORDERED that the emergency motion

for stay pending appeal be dismissed as moot.

Pursuant to D.C. Circuit Rule 36, this disposition
will not be published. The Clerk is directed to issue
the mandate forthwith to the District Court.
Per Curiam
FOR THE COURT:

Mark J. Langer, Clerk
BY:

/s/
Robert J. Cavello
Deputy Clerk

* Although Circuit Judge Henderson concurs in this
order, her reasoning therefor will follow in a separate
statement to be filed within five days of the date of this
order.
** Circuit Judge Millett would deny the emergency
motion for stay. A statement by Judge Millett, dissenting from the disposition of this case, will issue
shortly.
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APPENDIX B
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

No. 17-5236
Sept. Term, 2017
1:17-cv-02122-TSC
ROCHELLE GARZA, AS GUARDIAN AD LITEM TO
UNACCOMPANIED MINOR J.D., ON BEHALF OF HERSELF
AND OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, APPELLEE
v.
ERIC D. HARGAN, ACTING SECRETARY, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES, ET AL., APPELLANTS
Filed on: Oct. 20, 2017
ORDER

It is ORDERED, on the court’s own motion, that the
Clerk issue the attached statement of Circuit Judge
Millett, dissenting from the disposition of this case.
FOR THE COURT:

Mark J. Langer, Clerk
BY:

/s/
Amy Yacisin
Deputy Clerk
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MILLETT, Circuit Judge, dissenting from the disposition of the case.
There are no winners in cases like these. But there
sure are losers. As of today, J.D. has already been
forced by the government to continue an unwanted
pregnancy for almost four weeks, and now, as a result
of this order, must continue to carry that pregnancy for
multiple more weeks. Forcing her to continue an unwanted pregnancy just in the hopes of finding a sponsor that has not been found in the past six weeks sacrifices J.D.’s constitutional liberty, autonomy, and personal dignity for no justifiable governmental reason.
The flat barrier that the government has interposed to
her knowing and informed decision to end the pregnancy defies controlling Supreme Court precedent.
To escape terrible physical abuse in her family, a
seventeen-year-old girl known here as J.D. fled her
home country and all she has ever known, and all alone
undertook a life-imperiling trek for hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of miles seeking safety. Unaccompanied
minor migrants are among the most vulnerable persons
in the world. J.D.’s journey exposed her to a tragically high risk of physical abuse, rape, and sexual exploitation at the hands of other migrants, smugglers,
and governmental officials in every country whose territory she crossed. 1
After entering the United States, she was detained
by federal immigration officials and, at that time,
See generally UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR
REFUGEES, WOMEN ON THE RUN (2015), http://www.unhcr.org/
5630f 24c6.html; UNICEF, HUMAN TRAFFICKING FOR SEXUAL EXPLOITATION PURPOSES IN GUATEMALA (2016), http://www.cicig.
org/uploads/documents/2016/Trata_Ing_978_9929_40_829_6.pdf.
1
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learned that she is pregnant. Alone, resourceless, and
facing a perilous future, J.D. was appointed a guardian
ad litem and, in compliance with Texas law, obtained a
state court order determining that she was (and is)
mature enough to decide for herself whether to continue the pregnancy. J.D. has also gone through the
mandatory counseling required by Texas law and has
reconfirmed her decision. Indeed, the United States
does not dispute that J.D. is mature enough to determine her own best interests, nor has it identified any
reason that it is not in her best interests to exercise the
choice she made, other than a federal agency’s own
opposition to abortion. The federal government further represents that it would trust her judgment, if
only she had chosen to continue the pregnancy. But
J.D. chose not to continue her pregnancy.
The United States has for weeks now refused to release J.D. into the custody of her guardian ad litem to
obtain the abortion. It is undisputed that J.D.’s guardian and attorneys—not the federal government—will
transport her and bear the costs of the abortion procedure. The logistics and paperwork of transferring
her to the custody of her guardian ad litem will all
be handled by a government contractor that is fully
willing to do so. TRO Hr’g Tr. at 4:3-5. It will not be
done directly by any federal governmental official. And
J.D.’s post-procedure medical care will be administered
by the contractor, not by government officials themselves. The Department of Health and Human Services’ only task is to refrain from barring its contractor
from allowing J.D. to receive the medical care.
The government does not dispute—in fact, it has
knowingly and deliberately chosen not to challenge—
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J.D.’s constitutional right to an abortion. The government instead says that it can have its contractor
keep J.D. in what the government calls “close” custody
—that is, more restrictive conditions than the contractor imposes on the non-pregnant minors in its care—
because of the agency’s own supervening judgment
that it would be in J.D.’s best interests to carry the
pregnancy to term. If she wants an abortion, the government continues, she must surrender all legal claims
to remain in the United States and return to the country of her abuse.
That is wrong and that is unconstitutional.
Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania
v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992), which was reaffirmed just
last year in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt,
136 S. Ct. 2292, 2309 (2016), should decide this case.
In Casey, the Court held that a “woman’s right to
terminate her pregnancy before viability” is “a rule of
law and a component of liberty we cannot renounce.”
505 U.S. at 871. “[I]t follows that it is a constitutional
liberty of the woman to have some freedom to terminate her pregnancy” at the pre-viability stage. Id. at
869. That liberty is necessary, the Court added, to
protect “the most intimate and personal choices a person may make in a lifetime, choices central to personal
dignity and autonomy,” and “central to the liberty protected” by the Due Process Clause. Id. at 851. The
Constitution’s guarantee of due process thus protects
that right for “any person,” U.S. CONST. Amend. V,
against undue governmental interference. While the
government can have its own interest in promoting the
continuation of pregnancy and potential life, prior to
viability the government may not place a “substantial
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obstacle” in the way of a woman’s right to decide for
herself to discontinue a pregnancy. Whole Woman’s
Health, 136 S. Ct. at 2309. Setting up substantial barriers to the woman’s choice violates the Constitution.
That is settled, binding Supreme Court precedent.
What is forcing J.D. to carry on this pregnancy is
not J.D.’s choice. It is not Texas law. It is the federal
government’s refusal to allow an abortion to go forward. The government’s refusal to release J.D. from
custody is not just a substantial obstacle; it is a full-on,
unqualified denial of and flat prohibition on J.D.’s right
to make her own reproductive choice.
What reason does the federal government offer for
taking over J.D.’s decision completely and forcing her
to continue an unwanted pregnancy that Texas law
permits her to terminate? None that remotely qualifies under the Constitution, or that even makes sense.
First, the government says it does not want to “facilitate” the abortion. But there is nothing for it to
facilitate. As noted, J.D. will be transported to the
medical procedure by her guardian ad litem. Any expense will be fully born by her guardian and attorneys.
All paperwork and medical care will be done by a government contractor. And, as government counsel conceded at oral argument, the court order under review
made it unnecessary for the Department of Health and
Human Services to decide for itself whether the procedure is in J.D.’s best interests from a federal government perspective.
For those reasons, the government’s reliance on
cases recognizing the government’s ability to prefer
that pregnancies be taken to term, to provide information about its views, and to require informed consent
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through processes that do not unduly burden the woman’s choice are of no help. See, e.g., Harris v. McRae,
448 U.S. 297 (1980). The government identifies no
case that says the government has a right to flatly
prohibit an abortion—to override the woman’s choice—
by virtue of keeping her in custody. And to be clear, it
is a custody from which the government would willingly
release her to attend doctor appointments if she were
to continue her pregnancy. (No risk of flight or danger to the community has even been whispered in this
case.) So what the government really claims here is
not a right to avoid subsidizing the abortion decision; it
claims a right to use immigration custody to nullify
J.D.’s constitutional right to reproductive autonomy
prior to viability.
Second, custody does not empower the government
to completely override a woman’s informed and volitional decision to have an abortion. See Roe v. Crawford, 514 F.3d 789 (8th Cir. 2008) (striking as unconstitutional a prohibition on abortion for prisoners with
exceptions only for express approval and where necessary for the health of the mother); Monmouth Cty.
Corr. Inst. Inmates v. Lanzaro, 834 F.2d 326 (3d Cir.
1987) (striking as unconstitutional a policy requiring
prisoners to obtain a court ordered release on their
own recognizance in order to receive an abortion).
What is more, the government’s insistence that it
must not even stand back and permit an abortion to go
forward for someone in some form of custody is freakishly erratic. The government admits that, if J.D. were
an adult, she would be held in the custody of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). That means
that the government permits women just a few months
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older than J.D. who are in ICE custody to obtain an
abortion. 2 Likewise, it facilitates the process so that
women in the custody of the Bureau of Prisons can
obtain abortions. 28 C.F.R. § 551.23.
So why is J.D.’s case any different? The government says that, because she is a minor, an official in the
Department of Health and Human Services must independently agree that an abortion is in J.D.’s best
interests. And this Administration refuses to so agree.
Without any explanation other than its opposition to
abortion. In so doing, the federal government distrusts the State of Texas, which has conducted a hearing pursuant to state law and authorized J.D. to make
the decision herself and to decide whether continuing
or terminating the pregnancy is in her own best interest in this respect. J.D. may make that decision without the consent of her “parent, managing conservator
or guardian.” Texas Family Code § 33.003(i-3). Notwithstanding the States’ constitutional primacy in matters of domestic relations, e.g., Mansell v. Mansell, 490
U.S. 581, 587 (1989), the United States argues that a
federal government official in Washington, D.C. is better positioned and has more authority under the Constitution to prevent an abortion than not only the State,
but also the woman and any parent or husband or
father of the child. At least, until the woman turns 18.
No judicial bypass exists for that federal official’s decision. That is an astonishing power grab, and it flies in
the teeth of decades of Supreme Court precedent preserving and protecting the fundamental right of a woICE Guidelines, Detention Standard 4.4, Medical Care, available at https://www.ice.gov/doclib/detention-standards/2011/medical_
care_women.pdf.
2
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man to make an informed choice whether to continue a
pregnancy at this early stage.
Third, the government says that J.D. is free to get
an abortion as long as she agrees to voluntarily depart
the United States. But the government cannot condition the exercise of a constitutional right by women and
girls on their surrender of other legal rights. The fact
that J.D. entered the United States without proper
documentation does not mean that she has no legal
right to stay here to be safe from abuse or persecution.
The Statue of Liberty’s promise to those “homeless”
“yearning to breathe free” is not a lie.
Federal law, for example, expressly permits juvenile
immigrants to seek “special immigrant juvenile status”
by showing that they are (i) under 21 years of age,
(ii) unmarried, and (iii) dependent juveniles “as a result
of abuse, abandonment, or neglect.” Yeoboah v. United
States Dep’t of Justice, 345 F.3d 216, 221-222 (3d Cir.
2003); see 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J); 8 C.F.R. § 204.11.
Needless to say, conditioning a woman’s exercise of
her fundamental right to reproductive choice, see Casey, supra, on the surrender of other legal rights is at
the least a substantial obstacle to the exercise of her
constitutional right. And by the way, this is a Hobson’s Choice that the federal government demands only
of female immigrants.
The majority here accepts none of those arguments
by the government. Instead, the court orders J.D. to
continue her pregnancy for weeks. Not because she
has failed to follow required State processes. She has
met every requirement. And not because the majority
agrees that the federal government can exercise an unbypassable veto over the reproductive decision of a mi-
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nor in its custody. The only reason given is an interest in further pursuing the availability of finding a
sponsor for J.D.
That too is forbidden by Supreme Court precedent.
The desire to find a sponsor for J.D. to release her
from detention is understandable. Children are presumably better off with family members or responsible
adults than in the custody of a government contractor.
But finding a sponsor and allowing her to terminate
the pregnancy are not mutually exclusive. Both can
proceed simultaneously. So the desire to pursue that
process has nothing to do with and is not a reason for
forcing J.D. to continue the pregnancy.
Perhaps the majority wants another adult to be involved in J.D.’s reproductive decision. But J.D. has
already made that choice with a guardian ad litem by
her side, and after all the consent processes demanded
by Texas law. To force her to continue the pregnancy
just in case someone else comes along with whom J.D.
might also consult is to impose layers and layers of
consent-style barriers to J.D.’s choice, contrary to settled Supreme Court precedent. See Planned Parenthood of Central Missouri v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 75
(1976); Bellotti v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622, 640-642 (1972)
(striking statute requiring minor to obtain the consent
of both parents prior to an abortion as unduly burdensome). Even a parent or husband does not have the
power that federal government officials now claim to
wield. See id.
By the way, that distrust of whether J.D. has made
an informed-enough-for-the-federal-government decision
is a one-way street. It applies only to the decision to
end the pregnancy. Had she chosen to continue the
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pregnancy, that judgment would have been fully respected and supported by the federal government
without any further proceedings. If J.D. is mature
enough to decide to continue the pregnancy, then she is
mature enough to decide not to continue it as well (as
Texas law agrees).
Nor is there any factual basis to think that remand
will accomplish anything but a forced continuation of
the pregnancy. After at least six weeks of trying, no
sponsor has been found. Two were identified, but neither passed muster under Health and Human Services’
review. (We are not told why, and counsel for the government could not say whether the sponsors’ willingness to support J.D.’s abortion decision played a role in
those decisions.) And even if a sponsor suddenly appears, that sponsor cannot override J.D.’s choice given
that the judicial bypass order makes the consent of a
guardian or custodian unnecessary.
This sponsorship process, moreover, is entirely in
the control of the Department of Health and Human
Services. J.D. cannot control the timing of the decision, nor is there any apparent procedure for challenging a decision or a delayed non-decision. Nor is there
any reason to think that a sponsor can be found in short
order. If the federal government knew of a sponsor, it
would have come forward with that already. The government does not maintain an active list of potential
sponsors, and even if one were identified, there is an
understandably rigorous vetting process before a child
will be handed into the custody of a third party, which
includes (i) interviewing prospective sponsors; (ii) sponsors’ completion of extensive paperwork; (iii) a thorough background check, fingerprint check, immigration
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Central Index System check; (iv) home visits where
necessary; and (v) conducting an assessment of the
child’s relationships to non-related prospective sponsors. 3 The federal government could not tell the court
how long that process would take, even assuming a responsible sponsor would suddenly be found.
And in this context, timing profoundly matters. Every
day that goes by is another day that the federal government forces J.D. to carry an unwanted pregnancy
forward. Days also increase the health risks associated with an abortion procedure. See, e.g., Williams
v. Zbaraz, 442 U.S. 1309, 1314-1315 (1979) (Stevens, J.,
sitting as Circuit Justice) (evidence of an increased risk
of “maternal morbidity and mortality” supports a claim
of irreparable injury); Linda A. Bartlett, et al., Risk
Factors for Legal Induced Abortion—Related Mortality
in the United States, 103:4 OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
729 (April 2004) (relative risk from abortion increases
38% each gestational week). In addition, if J.D. is 17 or
18 weeks along by the time this issue is resolved, the
doctors at the South Texas clinic nearest to her (assuming it still has availability) will likely no longer be
willing to perform the procedure. That will force J.D.
to travel hundreds of miles to the next closest medical
provider in North Texas. She will be forced to endure
this journey twice, once to repeat a counseling session
she has already received and again for the procedure
itself.
The sponsorship remand, in short, stands as an immovable barrier to J.D.’s exercise of her constitutional
right that inflicts irreparable injury without any justi3

https://www.acf hhs.gov/orr/about/ucs/sponsors.
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fication offered for why the government can force her
to continue the pregnancy until near the cusp of viability.
Lastly, the amici suggest that J.D. and all others in
the United States without documentation are not “persons” entitled to the protections of the Due Process
Clause. The United States government, understandably, has deliberately and knowingly decided not to
raise that argument. It is both forfeited and waived.
See Wood v. Milyard, 132 S. Ct. 1826, 1832 n.4 (2012);
Kontrick v. Ryan, 540 U.S. 443, 458 n.13 (2004).
Basic principles of constitutional avoidance and circuit precedent direct us not to decide far-reaching constitutional questions that the parties have deliberately
and knowingly chosen not to raise. Indeed, we have
held that “[t]he grounds for recognizing the forfeiture
of arguments are especially strong where the alleged
error is constitutional.” Board of County Comm’rs v.
Federal Housing Fin. Agency, 754 F.3d 1025, 1031
(D.C. Cir. 2014) (holding that the need for constitutional
avoidance is particularly acute where a party’s forfeiture makes deciding the constitutional question neither
“necessary nor even advisable”); see Camreta v. Greene,
563 U.S. 692, 705 (2011) (A “longstanding principle of
judicial restraint requires that courts avoid reaching
constitutional questions in advance of the necessity of
deciding them.”) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted); Ashwander v. Tennessee Valley Auth.,
297 U.S. 288, 346-347 (1936) (Brandeis, J., concurring);
Colm v. Vance, 567 F.2d 1125, 1132 n.11 (D.C. Cir.
1977) (concluding that constitutional “avoidance is especially preferred where the nature of the constitutional
issue poses a difficult decision with significant ramifications”).
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There are few constitutional questions more farreaching than the proposition that individuals in the
United States without legal documentation do not even
qualify as “persons” under the Constitution. The Supreme Court has long recognized that immigrants who
lack lawful status are protected persons under the Due
Process Clause. See, e.g., Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S.
678, 693 (2001) (“[O]nce an alien enters the country, the
legal circumstance changes, for the Due Process Clause
applies to all ‘persons’ within the United States, including aliens, whether their presence here is lawful,
unlawful, temporary, or permanent.”); Mathews v.
Diaz, 426 U.S. 67, 77 (1976) (even aliens whose “presence in this country is unlawful, involuntary, or transitory [are] entitled to th[e] constitutional protection” of
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment due process); Jean
v. Nelson, 472 U.S. 846, 875 (1985) (regardless of immigration status, aliens within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States are “persons” entitled to
due process under the Constitution); cf. Plyler v. Doe,
457 U.S. 202, 210 (1982) (children of persons here unlawfully are protected “persons” under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment).
The implications of amici’s argument that J.D. is not
a “person” in the eyes of our Constitution is also deeply
troubling. If true, then that would mean she and everyone else here without lawful documentation—including
everyone under supervision pending immigration proceedings and all Dreamers—have no constitutional
right to bodily integrity in any form (absent criminal
conviction). They could be forced to have abortions.
They could, if raped by government officials who hold
them in detention, then be forced to carry any pregnancies to term. Even if pregnancy would kill the
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Mother, the Constitution would turn a blind eye.
Detainees would have no right to any medical treatment or protection from abuse by other detainees.
Those with diabetes or suffering heart attacks could be
left to die while their governmental custodian watches.
Fortunately, we need not confront that profoundly
unsettling argument because no party has raised or
briefed it and, as noted, the government has expressly
disavowed advancing it. In an emergency proceeding
of this nature, we should be particularly hesitant to decide sweeping questions of constitutional law unnecessarily and without any briefing.
*

*

*

*

*

J.D. came to the United States without legal documentation. That is not disputed. But the government cannot make a forced pregnancy the sanction for
that action. J.D. retains her basic rights to personhood. After all, this child fled here all alone in a desperate effort to avoid severe abuse. And, unfortunately, other women and girls desperate to escape
abuse, sexual trafficking, and forced prostitution undoubtedly will also find themselves on our shores and
pregnant. When they, consistent with legal process,
decide to continue their pregnancies, that decision
should be supported. When they decide that their
dire circumstances leave them in no position to carry a
pregnancy to term, the Constitution forbids the government from directly or effectively prohibiting their
exercise of that right in the manner it has done here.
I accordingly dissent.
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APPENDIX C
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

No. 17-5236
ROCHELLE GARZA, AS GUARDIAN AD LITEM TO
UNACCOMPANIED MINOR J.D., ON BEHALF OF HERSELF
AND OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, APPELLEE
v.
ERIC D. HARGAN, ACTING SECRETARY, HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES, ET AL., APPELLANTS
Filed on: Oct. 24, 2017
On Petition for Rehearing En Banc
ORDER

Before: GARLAND, Chief Judge; HENDERSON***, ROG***
***
ERS, TATEL, GRIFFITH , KAVANAUGH , SRINIVASAN,
MILLETT**, PILLARD*, and WILKINS, Circuit Judges
Upon consideration of appellee’s petition for rehearing en banc and the supplements thereto, the response to the petition and the supplement to the response, the corrected brief for amici curiae States of
New York, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawai‘i,
Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Washington, and the District of
Columbia in support of appellee’s petition, and the vote
in favor of the petition by a majority of the judges
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eligible to participate; and appellee’s motion to recall
the mandate and petition for en banc consideration of
appellee’s motion to recall the mandate, it is
ORDERED that the mandate be recalled. The Clerk
of the district court is directed to return forthwith the
mandate issued October 20, 2017. It is
FURTHER ORDERED that appellee’s petition for

rehearing en banc be granted. This case has been
considered by the court sitting en banc without oral
argument, no judge having requested oral argument.
It is
FURTHER ORDERED that the order filed October

20, 2017 be vacated, except that the administrative stay
remains dissolved. It is
FURTHER ORDERED that appellants’ emergency

motion for stay pending appeal be denied because appellants have not met the stringent requirements for a
stay pending appeal, see Nken v. Holder, 556 U.S. 418,
434 (2009), substantially for the reasons set forth in the
October 20, 2017 dissenting statement of Circuit Judge
Millett. 1 The case is hereby remanded to the district
court for further proceedings to amend the effective
dates in paragraph 1 of its injunction. The dates in
paragraph 1 have now passed, and the parties have
proffered new evidence and factual assertions concerning the expected duration of custody and other matters.
The district court is best suited to promptly determine
As both parties agree, the court has jurisdiction over this appeal because the district court’s temporary restraining order was
more akin to preliminary injunctive relief and is therefore appealable under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1). See Sampson v. Murray, 415 U.S.
61, 86 n.58 (1974).
1
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in the first instance the appropriate dates for compliance with the injunction. In so doing, the district court
retains full discretion to conduct proceedings and make
any factual findings deemed necessary and appropriate
to the district court’s exercise of its equitable judgment, consistent with this order, including with regard
to any of the factual disputes that were raised for the
first time on appeal. See Ayotte v. Planned Parenthood of N. New England, 546 U.S. 320, 330-31 (2006);
Chaplaincy of Full Gospel Churches v. England, 454
F.3d 290, 305 (D.C. Cir. 2006).
The Clerk is directed to issue the mandate forthwith.
Per Curiam
FOR THE COURT:

Mark J. Langer, Clerk
BY:

/s/
Ken Meadows
Deputy Clerk

* Circuit Judge Pillard did not participate in this matter.
** A statement by Circuit Judge Millett, concurring in
the disposition of the case, is attached to this order.
*** A statement by Circuit Judge Henderson, dissenting from the disposition of the case, is attached to this
order.
*** A statement by Circuit Judge Kavanaugh, joined
by Circuit Judges Henderson and Griffith, dissenting
from the disposition of the case, is attached to this
order.
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MILLETT, Circuit Judge, concurring:
While I disagreed with the panel order, I recognize
that my colleagues labored hard under extremely pressured conditions to craft a disposition that comported
with their considered view of the law’s demands.
Fortunately, today’s decision rights a grave constitutional wrong by the government. Remember, we are
talking about a child here. A child who is alone in a
foreign land. A child who, after her arrival here in a
search for safety and after the government took her
into custody, learned that she is pregnant. J.D. then
made a considered decision, presumably in light of her
dire circumstances, to terminate that pregnancy. Her
capacity to make the decision about what is in her best
interests by herself was approved by a Texas court
consistent with state law. She did everything that
Texas law requires to obtain an abortion. That has
been undisputed in this case.
What has also been expressly and deliberately uncontested by the government throughout this litigation
is that the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment
fully protects J.D.’s right to decide whether to continue
or terminate her pregnancy. The government—to its
credit—has never argued or even suggested that J.D.’s
status as an unaccompanied minor who entered the
United States without documentation reduces or eliminates her constitutional right to an abortion in compliance with state law requirements.
Where the government bulldozed over constitutional
lines was its position that—accepting J.D.’s constitutional right and accepting her full compliance with
Texas law—J.D., an unaccompanied child, has the burden of extracting herself from custody if she wants to
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exercise the right to an abortion that the government
does not dispute she has. The government has insisted that it may categorically blockade exercise of her
constitutional right unless this child (like some kind of
legal Houdini) figures her own way out of detention by
either (i) surrendering any legal right she has to stay in
the United States and returning to the abuse from
which she fled, or (ii) finding a sponsor—effectively,
a foster parent—willing to take custody of her and to
not interfere in any practical way with her abortion
decision.
That is constitutionally untenable, as the en banc
court agrees. Settled precedent from Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey, 505 U.S.
833 (1992), to Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt,
136 S. Ct. 2292 (2016), establishes that the government
may not put substantial and unjustified obstacles in the
way of a woman’s exercise of her right to an abortion
pre-viability. The government, however, has identified
no constitutionally sufficient justification for asserting
a veto right over J.D. and Texas law.
Judge Kavanaugh’s dissenting opinion claims that
the court has somehow broken new constitutional ground
by authorizing “immediate abortion on demand” by
“unlawful immigrant minors” (Judge Kavanaugh’s Dissent Op. 1). What new law? It cannot be J.D.’s status as an undocumented immigrant because the government has accepted that her status does not affect
her constitutional right to an abortion, as Judge Kavanaugh’s opinion acknowledges on the next page (Dissent Op. 2). Accordingly, in this litigation, J.D., like
other minors in the United States who satisfy stateapproved procedures, is entitled under binding Su-
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preme Court precedent to choose to terminate her
pregnancy. See, e.g., Bellotti v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622
(1979). The court’s opinion gives effect to that concession; it does not create a “radical” “new right” (Judge
Kavanaugh Dissent Op. 1) by doing so. 1
Beyond that, it is unclear why undocumented status
should change everything. Surely the mere act of entry into the United States without documentation does
not mean that an immigrant’s body is no longer her or
his own. Nor can the sanction for unlawful entry be
forcing a child to have a baby. The bedrock protections of the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause
cannot be that shallow.
Abortion on demand? Hardly. Here is what this
case holds: a pregnant minor who (i) has an unquestioned constitutional right to choose a pre-viability abortion, and (ii) has satisfied every requirement of state
law to obtain an abortion, need not wait additional
weeks just because she—in the government’s inimitably ironic phrasing—“refuses to leave” its custody, Appellants’ Opp’n to Reh’g Pet. 11. That sure does not
sound like “on demand” to me. Unless Judge Kavanaugh’s dissenting opinion means the demands of the
Constitution and Texas law. With that I would agree.
Because at no point in its briefing or oral argument in this court
or the district court did the government dispute that J.D. has a
constitutional right to obtain an abortion, the government has forfeited any argument to the contrary. See, e.g., Koszola v. FDIC,
393 F.3d 1294, 1299 n.1 (D.C. Cir. 2005). In fact, at oral argument,
government counsel affirmed, in response to a direct question, that
the argument was waived in this case. Oral Arg. 17:50; see, e.g.,
GSS Group Ltd. v. National Port Auth. of Liberia, 822 F.3d 598,
608 (D.C. Cir. 2016).
1
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1. Sponsorship

The centerpiece of the panel order (and now Judge
Kavanaugh’s dissenting opinion at 2-3) was the conclusion that forcing J.D. to continue her pregnancy for
multiple more weeks is not an “undue burden” as long
as the sponsorship search is undertaken “expeditiously.”
Panel Order at 1. The panel order then treated its
ordered eleven-day delay as just such an expeditious
process.
But that starts the clock long after the horses have
left the gate. The sponsorship search has already been
underway for now-almost seven weeks. Throughout all
of that time, the government was under a statutory
obligation to find a sponsor if one was available. See
8 U.S.C. § 1232(c)(2). None materialized. Tacking on
another eleven days to an already nearly seven-week
sponsorship hunt—that is, enforcing an almost nine
week delay before J.D. can even start again the process
of trying to exercise her right—is the antithesis of
expedition. A nine-week waiting period before litigation can start or resume, if adopted by a State, would
plainly be unconstitutional. Cf. Whole Woman’s Health,
136 S. Ct. at 2318 (striking restrictions on abortion
providers as unduly burdensome, noting in part “clinics’ experiences since the admitting-privileges requirement went into effect of 3-week wait times”) (citations
omitted).
For very good reason, the sponsorship process is
anything but expeditious. The sponsor is much like a
foster parent, someone who chooses to house and provide for a child throughout her time in the United
States, and who promises to ensure her appearance at
all immigration proceedings. To protect these acutely
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vulnerable children from trafficking, sexual exploitation, abuse, and neglect, Congress requires the Department of Health and Human Services to be careful
in its review and restrictive in who can apply. See
8 U.S.C. § 1232. To that end, agency regulations provide that potential sponsors must either be related to
J.D. or have some “bona fide social relationship” with
the child that “existed before” her arrival in the United
States. 2
On top of that, the panel’s order did not say that, at
the end of its eleven days, J.D. could terminate her
pregnancy if no sponsor were found. Quite the opposite:
The order just stopped everything—except, critically,
the continuation of J.D.’s pregnancy—until October 31st,
at which time J.D. would have to restart the litigation
all over again unless a sponsor was lucked upon. There
is nothing expeditious about the prolonged and complete barrier to J.D.’s exercise of her right to terminate
her pregnancy that the panel order allowed the government to perpetuate.
Nor was any constitutionally sound justification for
the order’s imposition of eleven more days on top of the
already elapsed seven weeks ever advanced by the government. In fact, the government (i) never requested
a stay to find a sponsor; (ii) never asked for a remand;
Office of Refugee Resettlement, Section 2: Safe and Timely
Release from ORR Care, available at https://www.acf.hhs.gov/orr/
resource/children-entering-the-united-states-unaccompaniedsection-2 (last visited Oct. 24, 2017) (“In the absence of sufficient
evidence of a bona fide social relationship with the child and/or the
child’s family that existed before the child migrated to the United
States, the child will not be released to that individual.”) (emphases
added).
2
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(iii) never suggested in briefing or oral argument that
there was any prospect of finding a sponsor at all, let
alone finding one in the next eleven days or even in the
foreseeable future; (iv) never even hinted, since no family
member has been approved as a sponsor, that a nonfamily member could be identified, vetted, and take
custody of J.D. within eleven days; and (v) never made
any factual or legal argument contending that the
already-seven-week-long-and-counting sponsorship process was an “expeditious” process or the type of shortterm burden that could plausibly pass muster under
Supreme Court precedent to bar an abortion.
All the government argues with respect to sponsorship was that its flat and categorical prohibition of
J.D.’s abortion was permissible because she could leave
government custody if a sponsor were found or she
surrendered any claim of legal right to stay here
and voluntarily departed. Oral Arg. 12:35; 24:30-25:15.
Custody, the government insists, is the unaccompanied
child’s problem to solve.
A detained, unaccompanied minor, however, has precious little control over the sponsorship process. The
Department of Health and Human Services is statutorily charged with finding, vetting, and approving sponsors. See 8 U.S.C. § 1232(c); 6 U.S.C. § 279. So the
government’s position that J.D. cannot exercise her
constitutional right unless the government approves a
sponsor imposes a flat prohibition on her reproductive
freedom that J.D. has no independent ability to overcome.
Nor does sponsorship bear any logical relationship
to J.D.’s decision to terminate the pregnancy. Because
J.D. has obtained a judicial bypass order from a Texas
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court that allows her to decide for herself whether
an abortion is in her own best interests, a sponsor
would have no ability to control or influence J.D.’s
decision. See Texas Family Code § 33.003(i-3). Accordingly, finding a sponsor and allowing J.D. to exercise her unchallenged constitutional right are not mutually exclusive. The two can and should proceed simultaneously.
Judge Kavanaugh’s dissenting opinion (at 4) suggests that it would be good to put J.D. “in a better
place when deciding whether to have an abortion.”
That, however, is not any argument the government
ever advanced. The only value of sponsorship identified by the government was that sponsorship, like voluntary departure from the United States, would get
J.D. and her pregnancy out of the government’s hands.
In any event, even if sponsorship, as Judge Kavanaugh supposes, might be more optimal in a policy
sense, J.D. has already made her decision, and neither
the government nor the dissenting opinion identifies a
constitutionally sufficient justification consistent with
Supreme Court precedent for requiring J.D. to wait for
what may or may not be a better environment. The
dissenting opinion further assumes that J.D. is different
because she lacks a “support network of friends and
family.” Judge Kavanaugh’s Dissent Op. 5. Unfortunately, the central reason for the bypass process is
that pregnant girls and women too often find themselves
in dysfunctional and sometimes dangerous situations—
such as with sexually or physically abusive parents and
spouses—in which those networks have broken down.
See Texas Family Code § 33.003(i-3) (authorizing bypass when the court finds that “the notification and
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attempt to obtain consent would not be in the best
interest of the minor[]”). It thus would require a
troubling and dramatic rewriting of Supreme Court
precedent to make the sufficiency of someone’s “network” an added factor in delaying the exercise of reproductive choice even after compliance with all statemandated procedures.
“Voluntary” departure is not a constitutionally adequate choice either given both the life-threatening
abuse that J.D. claims to face upon return, and her potential claims of legal entitlement to remain in the United
States. See Sealed Decl.; 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J)
(special immigrant juvenile status); 8 C.F.R. § 204.11. 3
Notably, while presenting a legal argument that relied
heavily on voluntary departure to defend its abortion
prohibition, government counsel was unable to confirm
at oral argument whether or how voluntary departure
actually works for unaccompanied minors over whom
the government is exercising custody. See Oral Arg.
28:15-28:50; cf. 6 U.S.C. § 279(b)(2)(B) (restricting the
release of unaccompanied minors on their own recogWhile the government now objects that J.D. has not previously
identified on which statutory basis she would seek relief from
removal, Appellants’ Opp’n to Reh’g Pet. 5-6, 14, J.D. has argued
all along that her exercise of her unchallenged right under the Due
Process Clause to an abortion could not be conditioned on her
“giv[ing] up her opportunity to be reunited with family here in the
United States, or forcing her to return to her home country and
abuse.” Appellee’s Opp’n to Appellants’ Mot. for a Stay Pending
Appeal 18; see Pl.’s Reply in Supp. of Mot. for TRO 6 (“The government should not be allowed to use her constitutional right to access
abortion as a bargaining chip to trade for immigration status[.]”).
While she had not yet cited to particular statutory provisions, that
presumably is because the government has not yet initiated removal
proceedings.
3
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nizance). The government has put nothing in the
record to suggest that it is in the practice of putting
children on airplanes all alone and just shipping them
back to abusive and potentially life-endangering situations.
2. Facilitation

The government argues that it need not “facilitate”
J.D.’s decision to terminate her pregnancy. But the
government is engaged in verbal alchemy. To “facilitate” something means “[t]o make (an action, process,
etc.) easy or easier; to promote, help forward; to assist
in bringing about (a particular end or result).” 4 This
case does not ask the government to make things easier
for J.D. The government need not pay for J.D.’s
abortion; she has that covered (with the assistance of
her guardian ad litem). The government need not
transport her at any stage of the process; J.D. and her
guardian ad litem have arranged for that. Government officials themselves do not even have to do any
paperwork or undertake any other administrative measures. The contractor detaining J.D. has advised that
it is willing to handle any necessary logistics, just as it
would for medical appointments if J.D. were to continue
her pregnancy. The government also admitted at oral
argument that, in light of the district court’s order, the
Department of Health and Human Services does not
even need to complete its own self-created internal
“best interests” form. See Oral Arg. 31:40-33:15. So on
the record of this case, the government does not have
to facilitate—make easier—J.D.’s termination of her
See OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY ONLINE (“facilitate” def.
1(a)), http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/67460?redirectedFrom=facilitate
#eid (last visited Oct. 24, 2017).
4
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pregnancy.
harder.

It just has to not interfere or make things

The government’s suggestion of sponsorship as a
facilitation-free panacea also overlooks that it would
require substantial governmental effort and resources
for J.D. to be placed into the hands of a sponsor who
must enter into an agreement with the government and
is responsible for ensuring the minor’s appearance at
all immigration proceedings. 5 While after expending
all of its resources to find, vet and approve the transfer, the government’s ongoing ties to sponsors are presumably less than for a grantee, the government has
put no facts in the record or any argument as to why
that difference in degree should be constitutionally sufficient. In any event, transferring J.D. into the custody of the guardian ad litem to obtain the abortion
would require far less use of governmental resources
and personnel and far less facilitation. The government’s desire to have as little to do as possible with
J.D.’s exercise of her constitutional right while in custody thus seems erratic.
The government’s claim that it does not think that
an abortion is in J.D.’s best interests does not work
either. The judicial bypass already put that best interests decision in J.D.’s hands. On top of that, the
government does not even claim that it is making an
individualized “best interests” judgment in forbidding
J.D.’s abortion. It is simply supplanting her legally
authorized best interests judgment with its own cateSee Office of Refugee Resettlement, Section 2.8.1: After Care
Planning, available at https://www.acf.hhs.gov/orr/resource/childrenentering-the-united-states-unaccompanied-section-2 (last visited
Oct. 24, 2017).
5
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gorical position against abortion—which is something
not even a parent or spouse or State could do. Only the
big federal government gets this veto, we are told.
The government unquestionably is fully entitled to
have its own view preferring the continuation of pregnancy, and to even require the disclosure of information
expressing that view. But the government’s mere
opposition to J.D.’s decision is not an individualized
“best interests” judgment within any legally recognized meaning of that term, and its asserted categorical
bar to abortion is without constitutional precedent.
3. Abuse of Discretion Review

In resolving this case, it must be remembered that
this case arises on abuse-of-discretion review of a district court’s injunctive order. See, e.g., Chaplaincy of
Full Gospel Churches v. England, 454 F.3d 290, 297
(D.C. Cir. 2006). And the expedition with which the
panel and now the en banc court have acted underscores that time is a zero-sum matter in this case.
J.D. is already into the second trimester of her pregnancy, which means that, as days slip by, the danger
that the delayed abortion procedure poses to her health
increases materially. We are told that waiting even
another week could increase the risk to J.D.’s health,
the potential complexity of the procedure, and the
great difficulty of locating an abortion provider in
Texas. 6 The sealed declaration filed in this case atOral Arg. 1:13:45-1:15:10 (Counsel for J.D.: “Texas law requires counseling at least 24 hours in advance of the procedure by
the same doctor who is to provide the abortion. Because of the
limited availability of doctors to provide abortions in Texas, the
same doctor is not always at the facility in south Texas. So, for
example, the doctor that provided the counseling yesterday to J.D.
6
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tests that a compelled return to her country at this
time would expose her to even more life-threatening
physical abuse.
The irreparable injury to J.D. of postponing termination of her pregnancy—the weekly magnification of
the risks to her health and the ever-increasing practical
barriers to obtaining an abortion in Texas—have never
been factually contested by the government. J.D.’s
counsel has advised, and the government has not disputed, that she is on the cusp of having to travel hunis there today and on Saturday, but is not the same doctor who is
there next week. So next week, there is a different doctor there
on Monday and Tuesday, so if J.D. were allowed to have the abortion next week, she would have to be, unless this court declares
otherwise, * * * counseled by this different doctor there on
Monday and wait 24 hours to have the abortion on Tuesday. * * *
[After Tuesday October 24, 2017], we are looking at the following
week. The doctor that is there Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
the following week * * * [is the doctor that only performs abortions at 15.6 weeks]. And we are very concerned that she is on the
cusp, so even if she is able to go next week, she may be past the
limit for that particular doctor.”); Reh’g Pet. 4-5; Appellee’s Opp’n
to Appellants’ Mot. for a Stay Pending Appeal 3; see Williams v.
Zbaraz, 442 U.S. 1309, 1314-1315 (1979) (Stevens, J., sitting as Circuit Justice) (evidence of an increased risk of “maternal morbidity
and mortality” supports a claim of irreparable injury); Linda A.
Bartlett, et al., Risk Factors for Legal Induced Abortion—Related
Mortality in the United States, 103:4 OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
729 (April 2004) (relative risk from abortion increases 38% each
gestational week); Cates, W. Jr, Schulz, K.F., Grimes, D.A., Tyler,
C.W. Jr., The Effect of Delay and Method Choice on the Risk of
Abortion Morbidity, FAMILY PLANNING PERSPECTIVES 1977; 9:266,
273 (“[I]f a woman delays beyond the eighth week up to 10 weeks,
the major morbidity rate is 0.36, which is 57 percent higher than
her risk at eight or fewer weeks. Similarly, if she delays her
abortion procedure until the 11-12-week interval, she increases her
relative risk of major morbidity by 91 percent.”).
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dreds of miles to obtain an abortion. See Appellee’s
Opp’n to Appellants’ Mot. for a Stay Pending Appeal 9
(representing that, as of October 19, 2017, depending
on which doctor is available, it may be that J.D.’s “only
option next week would be to travel hundreds of miles
to a more remote clinic”); Reh’g Pet. 5; supra note 6.
Likewise, at no time before the district court or the
panel did the government’s briefing or oral argument
dispute J.D.’s claim of severe child abuse or ask for fact
finding on that claim.
On the other side of the balance, the government asserts only its opposition to an abortion by J.D. as an
unaccompanied minor in the custody of a Department
of Health and Human Services grantee. That is an
acutely selective form of resistance since the government acknowledges it would not apply were J.D. to
turn 18 and be moved to Immigration and Customs Enforcement custody or were she a convicted criminal in
Bureau of Prisons custody. Oral Arg. 9:20-11:45. Under current governmental policy and regulations, those
women are permitted to terminate their pregnancies. 7
Given that dissonance in the government’s position, the
balancing of interests weighs heavily in J.D.’s favor.
In short, I fully agree with the en banc court’s decision to deny the government’s motion for a stay and to
remand for further expeditious proceedings and any
appropriate fact finding, especially in light of the factual disputes surfaced for the first time in the rehearing papers.

See ICE Guidelines, Detention Standard 4.4, Medical Care,
available at https://www.ice.gov/doclib/detention-standards/2011/
medical_care_women.pdf; 28 C.F.R. § 551.23.
7
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Because J.D.’s right to an abortion under the Due
Process Clause is unchallenged and because J.D. has
done everything that Texas law requires (and more) to
obtain an abortion, the government bore the burden of
coming forward with a constitutionally sufficient justification for flatly forbidding termination of her pregnancy. The government’s mere hope that an unaccompanied, abused child would make the problem go away
for it by either (i) surrendering all of her legal rights
and leaving the United States, or (ii) finding a sponsor
the government itself could never find is not a remotely
constitutionally sufficient reason for depriving J.D. of
any control over this most intimate and life-altering
decision. The court today correctly recognizes that
J.D.’s unchallenged right under the Due Process Clause
affords this 17-year-old a modicum of the dignity, sense
of self-worth, and control over her own destiny that life
seems to have so far denied her.
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KAREN LECRAFT HENDERSON, Circuit Judge,
dissenting: Does an alien minor who attempts to
enter the United States eight weeks pregnant—and
who is immediately apprehended and then in custody
for 36 days between arriving and filing a federal suit—
have a constitutional right to an elective abortion?
The government has inexplicably and wrongheadedly
failed to take a position on that antecedent question. I
say wrongheadedly because at least to me the answer
is plainly—and easily—no. To conclude otherwise rewards lawlessness and erases the fundamental difference between citizenship and illegal presence in our
country.
The en banc Court endorses or at least has no problem with this result. By virtue of my colleagues’ decision, a pregnant alien minor who attempts to enter the
United States illegally is entitled to an abortion, assuming she complies with state abortion restrictions
once she is here. Under my colleagues’ decision, the
minor need not have “developed substantial connections with this country,” United States v. VerdugoUrquidez, 494 U.S. 259, 271 (1990), as the plaintiff here
plainly has not. Under my colleagues’ decision, the
minor need not have “effected an entry into the United
States,” Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678, 693 (2001),
because the plaintiff here did not, see id. (alien “paroled into the United States pending admissibility,”
without having “gained [a] foothold,” has “not effected
an entry”). Under my colleagues’ decision, it is difficult to imagine an alien minor anywhere in the world
who will not have a constitutional right to an abortion
in this country. Their action is at odds with Supreme
Court precedent. It plows new and potentially dan-
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gerous ground. Accordingly, I dissent from the vacatur of the stay pending appeal.
I.

BACKGROUND

In or about early July 2017, 17-year-old Jane Doe
(J.D.) became pregnant. On or about September 7,
2017, she attempted to enter the United States illegally
and unaccompanied. By J.D.’s own admission, authorities detained her “upon arrival.” District Court Docket
Entry (Dkt. No.) 1-13 at 1. She has since remained in
federal custody—in a federally funded shelter—because
she is an “unaccompanied alien child.” 6 U.S.C.
§ 279(g)(2) (“unaccompanied alien child” is “a child
who,” inter alia, “has no lawful immigration status in
the United States” and “has not attained 18 years of
age”).
The Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) of the
United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is responsible for “unaccompanied alien
children who are in Federal custody by reason of their
immigration status.” 6 U.S.C § 279(b)(1)(A). In March
2008, HHS announced a “[p]olicy” that “[s]erious medical services, including . . . abortions, . . . require heightened ORR involvement.” HHS, Medical
Services Requiring Heightened ORR Involvement
(Mar. 21, 2008), perma.cc/LDN8-JNL5. In March
2017, consistent with that policy, ORR further announced that shelter personnel “are prohibited from
taking any action that facilitates an abortion without
direction and approval from the Director of ORR.”
Dkt. No. 3-5 at 2.
According to the declaration of an ORR official, J.D.
was physically examined while in custody and “was informed that she [is] pregnant.” Dkt. No. 10-1 at 2.
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J.D.’s counsel interprets the declaration to say that
“J.D. did not learn that she was pregnant until after
her arrival in the United States.” Pl.’s Opp. to Defs.’
Emergency Mot. for Stay Pending Appeal (Opp.) 22-23;
see also Panel Dissent of Millett, J. (Panel Dissent) 2
(“After entering the United States, [J.D.] . . . learned
that she is pregnant.”). But the declaration does not
rule out that J.D. knew she was pregnant even before
the examination. Nor has J.D. herself alleged that
she first learned of her pregnancy in this country. See
generally Dkt. No. 1-13 at 1 (J.D.’s declaration in support of complaint). And it is highly likely she knew
when she attempted to enter the United States that she
was pregnant, as she was at least eight weeks pregnant
at the time. 1 Notably, elective abortion is illegal
in J.D.’s home country. Oral Arg. Recording 29:1929:34.
J.D. requested an abortion. The evidence before
us is that it is an elective abortion: nothing indicates
it is necessary to preserve J.D.’s health. 2 J.D.’s request was relayed to the ORR Director, who denied it.
On October 13, 2017—having spent a mere 36 days in
the United States, all of them in custody—J.D. filed
suit in district court, enlisting this country’s courts to
vindicate (inter alia) her alleged Fifth Amendment
right to an abortion. The next day, she applied for a

1
A recent declaration filed under seal by J.D.’s attorney ad litem
provides further circumstantial evidence that J.D. left her home
country because of her pregnancy. Cortez Decl. ¶ 8.
2
At oral argument, HHS stated its policy is that an emergency
abortion, which it interprets to include a “medically necessary”
abortion, would be allowed. Oral Arg. Recording 20:00-20:27.
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temporary restraining order (TRO) and moved for a
preliminary injunction.
The government opposed J.D.’s application and motion. For reasons known only to the government, it
did not take a position on whether J.D.—as an alien
who attempted to enter the United States illegally and
who has no substantial connections with this country—
has any constitutional right to an abortion. Instead
the government argued that ORR has placed no “undue
burden” on the alleged right. Dkt. No. 10 at 11-16
(citing Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505
U.S. 833 (1992)). At the TRO hearing, the district
court repeatedly pressed the government about whether
J.D. has a constitutional right to an abortion. The
government emphasized that it was “not taking a . . .
position” but was “not going to give [the court] a concession” either. Opp., Supplement 14.
The district court issued a TRO requiring that the
government allow J.D. to be transported to an abortion
provider for performance of the procedure. The government appealed the TRO to this Court and sought a
stay pending appeal. At oral argument, the government repeatedly stated that it takes no position on
whether J.D. has a constitutional right to an abortion,
Oral Arg. Recording 8:10-8:46, 16:43-17:12, and that
it instead “assume[s] for the purposes of . . . argument” that she has such a right, Oral Arg. Recording
17:27-17:52. 3
Under insistent pressure to state whether the government was
“waiving” the issue, counsel for the government said yes in the heat
of the moment. Oral Arg. Recording 17:41-17:52. But the next
moment, when reminded of the difference between forfeiture and
waiver—a distinction that lawyers often overlook or misunder3
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On October 20, 2017, over a dissent, a motions panel
of this Court issued an order directing the district
court to allow HHS until close of business October 31
to find a suitable sponsor to take custody of J.D. so that
HHS can release her from its custody. Without deciding whether J.D. has a constitutional right to an
abortion, the panel concluded that a short delay to
secure a sponsor does not unduly burden any alleged
right if the process is expeditiously completed by close
of business October 31.
On October 22, 2017, J.D. filed a petition for rehearing en banc. Today, the Court grants the petition,
vacates the panel’s October 20 order and denies the
government’s motion for stay pending appeal “substantially for the reasons set forth in” the panel dissent.
II.

ANALYSIS

As I noted at the outset, the en banc Court’s decision in effect means that a pregnant alien minor who
attempts to enter the United States illegally is entitled
to an abortion, assuming she complies with state abortion restrictions once she is here. Although the government has for some reason failed to dispute that
proposition, it is not the law.

stand, cf. Kontrick v. Ryan, 540 U.S. 443, 458 n.13 (2004) (even
“jurists often use the words interchangeably”)—counsel effectively
retracted the foregoing statement, saying she was “not authorized
to take a position” on whether J.D. has a constitutional right to an
abortion, Oral Arg. Recording 17:52-18:51.
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A. WE CAN AND MUST DECIDE THE ANTECEDENT
QUESTION OF WHETHER J.D. HAS A CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHT TO AN ABORTION.

The Supreme Court has held that if a party “fail[s]
to identify and brief ” “an issue ‘antecedent to . . .
and ultimately dispositive of ’ the dispute,” an appellate
court may consider the issue sua sponte. U.S. Nat’l
Bank of Or. v. Indep. Ins. Agents of Am., Inc., 508 U.S.
439, 447 (1993) (quoting Arcadia v. Ohio Power Co., 498
U.S. 73, 77 (1990)); cf. United States v. Bowie, 198 F.3d
905, 913 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (“We are never bound to accept the government’s confession of error” (citing Young
v. United States, 315 U.S. 257, 258 (1942), United
States v. Pryce, 938 F.2d 1343, 1351-52 (D.C. Cir. 1991)
(Randolph, J., concurring))). Here, the question of
whether J.D. has a constitutional right to an abortion is
“antecedent to” any issue of undue burden. And the
antecedent question is “dispositive of ” J.D.’s Fifth
Amendment claim, at least now that my colleagues
have reinstated the TRO on the apparent theory that
the claim is likely meritorious. Accordingly, we can
and should expressly decide the antecedent question.
True, we should not ordinarily confront a broad
constitutional question “if there is also present some
other ground upon which the case may be disposed of,”
Ashwander v. TVA, 297 U.S. 288, 347 (1936) (Brandeis,
J., concurring), including if the alternative is a “narrower” constitutional ground, Greater New Orleans
Broad. Ass’n v. United States, 527 U.S. 173, 184 (1999). 4
We cannot duck a broad constitutional question if the alternative ground is not “an adequate basis for decision.” Greater New
Orleans Broad. Ass’n, 527 U.S. at 184. At the panel stage, the
possibility of expeditious sponsorship was an adequate narrower
4
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But in the analogous context of qualified immunity, we
are “permitted . . . to avoid avoidance—that is, to
determine whether a right exists before examining” the
narrower question of whether the right “was clearly
established” at the time an official acted. Camreta v.
Greene, 563 U.S. 692, 706 (2011). Our discretion in
that area rests on the recognition that it “is sometimes
beneficial to clarify the legal standards governing public officials.” Id. at 707. The same interest is, to put
it mildly, implicated here. Border authorities, immigration officials and HHS itself would be well served to
know ex ante whether pregnant alien minors who come
to the United States in search of an abortion are constitutionally entitled to one. And under today’s decision, pregnant alien minors the world around seeking
elective abortions will be on notice that they should
make the trip. 5

basis for our decision to briefly delay J.D.’s abortion. By contrast,
today’s result—which has the real-world effect of entitling J.D. to
an abortion—is difficult to explain unless it rests at least in part on
the proposition that J.D. has a constitutional right to an abortion.
Even if I were to assume, without in any way conceding, that J.D.
had such a constitutional right, I would nonetheless stand by the
panel order.
5
The panel dissent paid lip service to constitutional avoidance,
Panel Dissent 8, before sweepingly declaring that when alien minors “find themselves on our shores and pregnant” and seeking an
abortion, “the Constitution forbids the government from directly
or effectively prohibiting their exercise of that right in the manner
it has done here.” Panel Dissent 9-10 (emphases added). That is
not judicial modesty.
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Granted, because of the government’s failure to take
a position, 6 we in theory have discretion not to decide
the antecedent question. But in reality the ship has
sailed: as a result of my colleagues’ decision, J.D. will
soon be on her way to an abortion procedure she would
not receive absent her invocation of the Fifth Amendment. If ever there were a case in which the public
interest compels us to exercise our “independent power
to identify and apply the proper construction of governing law” irrespective of a party’s litigating position,
U.S. Nat’l Bank of Or., 508 U.S. at 446 (quoting Kamen
v. Kemper Fin. Servs., Inc., 500 U.S. 90, 99 (1991)), this
is it. The stakes, both in the short run and the long,
could scarcely be higher.

I could not disagree more strongly with Judge Millett’s characterization of the government’s position on the merits—i.e., that it
outright “waived” any contention that J.D. has no constitutional
right to an abortion. Millett Concurrence 2-3 n.1. She must have
read different papers and listened to a different argument from the
ones I read and listened to. A waived argument “is one that a party
has knowingly and intelligently relinquished.” Wood v. Milyard,
132 S. Ct. 1826, 1832 n.4 (2012). The government has declared
time and again that it is not taking a position on whether J.D. has a
constitutional right to an abortion. That is not waiver. Government counsel in the district court stated that he was neither raising
nor conceding the point. That is not waiver. Government counsel in this Court stated that she lacked authority to take a position.
That, too, is not waiver: counsel who disclaims such authority cannot relinquish an argument any more than she can advance one.
All this is beside the point, however, because of our independent
duty to declare the law. See U.S. Nat’l Bank of Or., 508 U.S. at
446.
6
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B.

J.D. HAS NO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT
TO AN ABORTION.

J.D. is not a U.S. citizen. She is not a permanent
resident, legal or otherwise. According to the record,
she has no connection to the United States, let alone
“substantial” connections. Despite her physical presence in the United States, J.D. has never entered the
United States as a matter of law and cannot avail herself of the constitutional rights afforded those legally
within our borders. Accordingly, under a correct interpretation of the law, J.D. has virtually no likelihood
of success on the merits and the TRO issued by the
district court should remain stayed. See Mazurek v.
Armstrong, 520 U.S. 968, 970 (1997) (preliminary injunctive relief unavailable if the plaintiff cannot establish a likelihood of success on the merits).
“The distinction between an alien who has effected
an entry into the United States and one who has never
entered runs throughout immigration law.” Zadvydas
v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678, 693 (2001). Thus a young girl
detained at Ellis Island for a year, and then released to
live with her father in the United States for nearly a
decade, “was to be regarded as stopped at the boundary
line and kept there unless and until her right to enter
should be declared.” Kaplan v. Tod, 267 U.S. 228, 230
(1925). Even after she was no longer detained, “[s]he
was still in theory of law at the boundary line and had
gained no foothold in the United States.” Id. Nearly
six decades ago the Supreme Court had already said
that “[f ]or over a half century this Court has held that
the detention of an alien in custody pending determination of his admissibility does not legally constitute an
entry though the alien is physically within the United
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States.”
(1958).

Leng May Ma v. Barber, 357 U.S. 185, 188

Aliens who have entered the United States—even if
illegally—enjoy “additional rights and privileges not
extended to those . . . who are merely ‘on the threshold of initial entry.’ ” Id. at 187 (quoting Shaughnessy v. United States ex rel. Mezei, 345 U.S. 206, 212
(1953)). “[A]liens receive constitutional protections
when they have come within the territory of the United
States and developed substantial connections with this
country.” United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S.
259, 271 (1990). Until then—before developing the
“substantial connections” that constitute “entry” for an
illegally present alien—“[t]he Bill of Rights is a futile
authority for the alien seeking admission for the first
time to these shores.” Bridges v. Wixon, 326 U.S. 135,
161 (1945) (Murphy, J., concurring).
We have repeatedly recognized this principle, as
have our sister circuits and, most important, as has the
Supreme Court. See Kerry v. Din, 135 S. Ct. 2128,
2140 (2015) (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment);
Demore v. Kim, 538 U.S. 510, 546 (2003); Shaughnessy,
345 U.S. at 215; Kaplan, 267 U.S. at 230; United States
v. Ju Toy, 198 U.S. 253, 263 (1905) (alien petitioner,
“although physically within our boundaries, is to be regarded as if he had been stopped at the limit of our
jurisdiction, and kept there while his right to enter was
under debate”); Kiyemba v. Obama, 555 F.3d 1022,
1036-37 n.6 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (Rogers, J., concurring in
the judgment) (quoting Mezei, Leng May Ma and Ju
Toy in support of proposition that habeas court can order detainee brought within U.S. territory without
thereby effecting detainee’s “entry” for any other pur-
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pose), vacated on other grounds, 559 U.S. 131 (2010);
Ukrainian-Am. Bar Ass’n, Inc. v. Baker, 893 F.2d 1374,
1383 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (Sentelle, J., concurring) (summarizing the entry doctrine). 7 Because she has never
entered the United States, J.D. is not entitled to the
due process protections of the Fifth Amendment. See
Albathani v. INS, 318 F.3d 365, 375 (1st Cir. 2003)
(“As an unadmitted alien present in the United States,
See also Albathani v. INS, 318 F.3d 365, 375 (1st Cir. 2003);
Nwozuzu v. Holder, 726 F.3d 323, 330 n.6 (2d Cir. 2013) (discussing
Kaplan); United States v. Vasilatos, 209 F.2d 195, 197 (3d Cir.
1954) (“in a literal and physical sense a person coming from abroad
enters the United States whenever he reaches any land, water or
air space within the territorial limits of this nation” but “those who
have come from abroad directly to [an inspection] station seeking
admission in regular course have not been viewed by the courts as
accomplishing an ‘entry’ by crossing the national boundary in
transit or even by arrival at a port so long as they are detained
there pending formal disposition of their requests for admission”);
United States v. Carpio-Leon, 701 F.3d 974, 981 (4th Cir. 2012)
(“the crime of illegal entry inherently carries this additional aspect
that leaves an illegal alien’s status substantially unprotected by the
Constitution in many respects”); Gonzalez v. Holder, 771 F.3d 238,
245 (5th Cir. 2014) (alien who entered the United States illegally at
age seven and remained for the next 17 years was, under Kaplan,
deportable and ineligible for derivative citizenship despite his
father’s intervening naturalization); Vitale v. INS, 463 F.2d 579,
582 (7th Cir. 1972) (paroled alien “did not effect an entry into the
United States”); Montgomery v. Ffrench, 299 F.2d 730, 733 (8th
Cir. 1962) (discussing Kaplan); United States v. Argueta-Rosales,
819 F.3d 1149, 1158 (9th Cir. 2016) (“for immigration purposes,
‘entry’ is a term of art requiring not only physical presence in the
United States but also freedom from official restraint”); United
States v. Canals-Jimenez, 943 F.2d 1284, 1286, 1288 (11th Cir.
1991) (reversing conviction of alien “found in” the United States
illegally because alien never “entered” the United States in the
sense of Kaplan and Leng May Ma).
7
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Albathani’s due process rights are limited”). This is,
or should be, clear from the controlling and persuasive
authorities marshaled above, which are only a fraction
of the whole.
Even if J.D. did enjoy the protections of the Due
Process Clause, however, due process is not an “all or
nothing” entitlement. In some cases “[i]nformal procedures will suffice,” Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254,
269 (1970); “consideration of what procedures due process may require” turns on “the precise nature of the
government function” and the private interest. Cafeteria Workers Union v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886, 895
(1961). What the Congress and the President have
legitimately deemed appropriate for aliens “on the
threshold” of our territory, the judiciary may not contravene. “It is not within the province of the judiciary
to order that foreigners who have never been naturalized, nor acquired any domicile or residence within the
United States, nor even been admitted into the country
pursuant to law, shall be permitted to enter. . . . As
to such persons, the decisions of executive or administrative officers, acting within powers expressly conferred by congress, are due process of law.” Nishimura Ekiu v. United States, 142 U.S. 651, 660 (1892)
(emphasis added). There is a “class of cases” in which
“the acts of executive officers, done under the authority
of congress, [are] conclusive.” Murray’s Lessee v.
Hoboken Land & Imp. Co., 59 U.S. (18 How.) 272, 284
(1855). Among that class of cases are those brought
by aliens abroad, including those who are “abroad” under the entry doctrine. See Din, 135 S. Ct. at 2139-40
(Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment); Kleindienst
v. Mandel, 408 U.S. 753, 769-70 (1972).
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Mandel teaches that the Congress’s “plenary power”
over immigration requires the courts to strike a balance between private and public interests different
from the due process that typically obtains. The Supreme Court “without exception has sustained” the
Congress’s power to exclude aliens, a power “inherent
in sovereignty,” consistent with “ancient principles” of
international law and “to be exercised exclusively
by the political branches of government.” Mandel, 408
U.S. at 765-66. Indeed, “over no conceivable subject
is the legislative power of Congress more complete.”
Id. at 766 (quoting Oceanic Navigation Co. v. Stranahan, 214 U.S. 320, 339 (1909)) (alteration omitted).
The Congress’s power to exclude includes the power
“to prescribe the terms and conditions upon which
[aliens] may come to this country, and to have its declared policy in that regard enforced exclusively
through executive officers, without judicial intervention.” Id. (quoting Lem Moon Sing v. United States,
158 U.S. 538, 547 (1895)). Whatever the merits of
different applications of due process “were we writing
on a clean slate,” “the slate is not clean.” Id. (quoting
Galvan v. Press, 347 U.S. 522, 531 (1954)). We must
therefore yield to the Executive, exercising the power
lawfully delegated to him, when he “exercises this power
negatively on the basis of a facially legitimate and bona
fide reason.” Id. at 770. Moreover, this deference is
required even when the constitutional rights of U.S.
citizens are affected: we may not “look behind the
exercise of that discretion, nor test it by balancing its
justification against the First Amendment interests” of
citizens “who seek personal communication with” the
excluded alien. Id. Thus in Mandel, the Executive
permissibly prohibited an alien communist intellectual
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to travel to the United States, where he had been
scheduled to speak at several universities.
Applying Mandel, the Supreme Court recently approved the Executive’s denial of entry to an Afghan
man whose U.S.-citizen wife was waiting for him in this
country. Din, 135 S. Ct. at 2131 (plurality opinion).
The Court in Din was divided not only over whether
the wife had any due process interest in her husband’s
attempt to immigrate but also over whether that hypothetical interest had been infringed. Compare id.
(plurality opinion) (three justices concluding that there
is no due process right “to live together with [one’s]
spouse in America”), with id. at 2139 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment) (two justices concluding that,
even if such a right exists, the Government’s visadenial notice is all that due process can require).
Citing Mandel, Justice Kennedy reasoned that the government’s action in Din was valid, even though it “burden[ed] a citizen’s own constitutional rights,” because it
was made “on the basis of a facially legitimate and bona
fide reason.” Id. at 2139 (Kennedy, J., concurring in
the judgment) (quoting Mandel, 408 U.S. at 770). 8
Justice Scalia, writing for himself, the Chief Justice and
Justice Thomas, criticized the dissent’s endorsement of
the novel substantive due process right asserted by the
plaintiff, which he characterized as, “in any world other
than the artificial world of ever-expanding constitutional rights, nothing more than a deprivation of her
spouse’s freedom to immigrate into America.” Id. at
2131 (plurality opinion).
Justice Kennedy’s opinion in Din, because it is narrower than
the plurality opinion, is controlling. See Marks v. United States,
430 U.S. 188, 193 (1977).
8
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Mandel applies with all the more force here, where
a substantive due process right is asserted not by a
U.S. citizen, nor by a lawful-permanent-resident alien,
nor even by an illegally resident alien, but by an alien
minor apprehended attempting to cross the border
illegally and thereafter detained by the federal government. If J.D. can be detained indefinitely—which
she can be, see Zadvydas, 533 U.S. at 693 (distinguishing Shaughnessy, 345 U.S. 206)—and if she can be
returned to her home country to prevent her from engaging in disfavored political speech in this country—
which she can be, Mandel, 408 U.S. at 770—and if she
can be paroled into the United States for a decade or
more, Kaplan, 267 U.S. at 230, register for the draft,
Ng Lin Chong v. McGrath, 202 F.2d 316, 317 (D.C. Cir.
1952), and see her parents naturalized, Gonzalez v.
Holder, 771 F.3d 238, 239 (5th Cir. 2014), only for her
still to be deported with cursory notice, 8 U.S.C. § 1225
—then she cannot successfully assert a due process
right to an elective abortion.
In concluding otherwise, the Court elevates the right
to elective abortion above every other constitutional
entitlement. Freedom of expression, Mandel, 408 U.S.
at 770, freedom of association, Galvan, 347 U.S. at 523,
freedom to keep and bear arms, United States v. CarpioLeon, 701 F.3d 974, 975 (4th Cir. 2012), freedom from
warrantless search, Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. at
274-75, and freedom from trial without jury, Johnson v.
Eisentrager, 339 U.S. 763, 784-85 (1950) all must yield
to the “plenary authority” of the Congress and the
Executive, acting in concert, to regulate immigration;
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but the freedom to terminate one’s pregnancy is more
fundamental than them all? This is not the law. 9
The panel dissent warned of outlandish scenarios
that will follow from staying the TRO, 10 Panel Dissent
The panel dissent simply assumed that the Supreme Court’s
abortion decisions involving U.S. citizen women—from Roe v. Wade
to Whole Woman’s Health—apply mutatis mutandis to illegal alien
minors. There is no legal analysis to support this assumption, see
generally Panel Dissent 3-6, which is untenable for the reasons I
have described. Judge Millett’s subsequent opinion concurring in
the Court’s en banc disposition does nothing to address that deficit,
offering scarce authority to support its assertion of the thwarting
of a “grave constitutional wrong” by the government and none that
addresses the antecedent constitutional question, which the Court
must decide but which Judge Millett dismisses as waived. Millett
Concurrence 2-3 n.1.
I cannot improve on the Chief Justice’s criticism of the “false
premise” that
9

our practice of avoiding unnecessary (and unnecessarily
broad) constitutional holdings somehow trumps our obligation
faithfully to interpret the law. It should go without saying,
however, that we cannot embrace a narrow ground of decision
simply because it is narrow; it must also be right. Thus
while it is true that “[i]f it is not necessary to decide more, it
is necessary not to decide more,” sometimes it is necessary to
decide more. There is a difference between judicial restraint and judicial abdication. When constitutional questions are “indispensably necessary” to resolving the case at
hand, “the court must meet and decide them.”
Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 375 (2010) (Roberts, C.J.,
concurring) (quoting Ex parte Randolph, 20 F. Cas. 242, 254
(No. 11,558) (CC Va. 1833) (Marshall, C.J.)).
10
My colleague’s characterization of this case, see, e.g., Millett
Concurrence 13, gives it an undeservedly melodramatic flavor—
and indeed, from the record, especially the sealed affidavit of
ORR’s Jonathan White, is contrary to fact. Sealed Supp. to Defs.’
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9, but a stay maintains the legal status quo. The
United States remains a signatory to the U.N. Convention Against Torture; our law imposes civil liability on
government agents who commit torts and criminal liability on those who commit crimes; and counsel have
access to detained alien minors, as have J.D.’s counsel.
The Constitution does not, and need not, answer every
question but diabetics, rape victims and women whose
pregnancies threaten their lives are nevertheless provided for. Contra Panel Dissent 9.
Although the panel dissent found “deeply troubling”
the argument “that J.D. is not a person in the eyes of
our Constitution,” the argument is nevertheless correct. 11 The panel dissent’s contrary conclusion is based
on a misunderstanding of the Supreme Court’s immigration due process decisions, including a mistaken
reliance on the dissent in Jean v. Nelson, 472 U.S. 846,
875 (1985) (Marshall, J., dissenting). Writing for the
Court in Jean, then-Justice Rehnquist expressly declined to opine on the alien plaintiffs’ due process
rights, see id. at 857 (majority opinion), much less to
hold—as Justice Marshall would have done—that “regardless of immigration status, aliens within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States are ‘persons’
Resp. to Pl.’s Pet. for Reh’g En Banc (Oct. 23, 2017). J.D. may be
sympathetic. But even the sympathetic are bound by longstanding law.
11
J.D.’s “personhood” has nothing to do with it. “American citizens conscripted into the military service are thereby stripped of
their Fifth Amendment rights and as members of the military
establishment are subject to its discipline, including military trials
for offenses against aliens or Americans.” Eisentrager, 339 U.S.
at 783. No one suggests that members of the military—or here,
J.D.—are thereby not “persons.”
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entitled to due process under the Constitution.” The
Supreme Court has never so held. 12 Contra Panel
Dissent 9.
It is the panel dissent’s (and now the Court’s) position that will unsettle the law, potentially to dangerous
effect. Having discarded centuries of precedent and
policy, the majority offers no limiting principle to constrain this Court or any other from following today’s
decision to its logical end. If the Due Process Clause
applies to J.D. with full force, there will be no reason
she cannot donate to political campaigns, despite
52 U.S.C. § 30121’s prohibition on contributions by
nonresident foreign nationals inasmuch as freedom of
political expression is plainly fundamental to our system of ordered liberty. See Citizens United v. FEC,
558 U.S. 310, 340 (2010). I see no reason that she
may not possess a firearm, notwithstanding 18 U.S.C.
§ 922(g)(5)’s prohibition on doing so while “illegally or
unlawfully in the United States,” see Carpio-Leon, 701
F.3d at 975, inasmuch as “the Second Amendment conferred an individual right to keep and bear arms,”
District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 595 (2008),
in recognition of the “basic right” of self-defense,
The panel dissent’s handling of Zadvydas v. Davis also merits
clarification. See Panel Dissent 9. Zadvydas is careful to distinguish “an alien who has effected an entry into the United States
and one who has never entered” and restates Kaplan’s holding that
“despite nine years’ presence in the United States, an ‘excluded’
alien ‘was still in theory of law at the boundary line and had gained
no foothold in the United States’ ” only three sentences before observing, in the passage quoted by the panel dissent, that “once an
alien enters the country, the legal circumstance changes.” Zadvydas, 533 U.S. at 693 (emphasis added). Zadvydas uses “entry” in
its technical sense.
12
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McDonald v. City of Chicago, 561 U.S. 742, 767 (2010).
Even the government’s ability to try accused war criminals before U.S. military commissions in theater must
be reconsidered as it is premised on the Fifth Amendment’s territoriality requirement, which today, by
vacating the stay, the Court has so summarily eroded.
See Eisentrager, 339 U.S. at 784-85.
Heedless of the entry doctrine, its extensive pedigree in our own precedent and its controlling effect in
this case, the Court today assumes away the question
of what (if any) process is due J.D. and proceeds to a
maximalist application of some of the most controverted
case law in American jurisprudence. It does so over
the well-founded objections of an Executive authorized
to pursue its legitimate interest in protecting fetal life.
See Gonzales v. Carhart, 550 U.S. 124, 145 (2007) (“the
government has a legitimate and substantial interest in
preserving and promoting fetal life”); Casey, 505 U.S.
at 853 (recognizing States’ “legitimate interests in protecting prenatal life”); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 150
(1973) (recognizing “the State’s interest—some phrase
it in terms of duty—in protecting prenatal life”). Far
from faithfully applying the Supreme Court’s abortion
cases, this result contradicts them, along with a host of
immigration and due-process cases the Court declines
even to acknowledge. Garza v. Hargan today takes its
place in the pantheon of abortion-exceptionalism cases.
Accordingly, I respectfully dissent.
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KAVANAUGH, Circuit Judge, with whom Circuit Judges
HENDERSON and GRIFFITH join, dissenting:
The en banc majority has badly erred in this case.
The three-judge panel held that the U.S. Government, when holding a pregnant unlawful immigrant
minor in custody, may seek to expeditiously transfer
the minor to an immigration sponsor before the minor
makes the decision to obtain an abortion. That ruling
followed from the Supreme Court’s many precedents
holding that the Government has permissible interests
in favoring fetal life, protecting the best interests of a
minor, and refraining from facilitating abortion. The
Supreme Court has repeatedly held that the Government may further those interests so long as it does
not impose an undue burden on a woman seeking an
abortion.
Today’s majority decision, by contrast, “substantially”
adopts the panel dissent and is ultimately based on a
constitutional principle as novel as it is wrong: a new
right for unlawful immigrant minors in U.S. Government detention to obtain immediate abortion on demand, thereby barring any Government efforts to expeditiously transfer the minors to their immigration
sponsors before they make that momentous life decision. The majority’s decision represents a radical extension of the Supreme Court’s abortion jurisprudence.
It is in line with dissents over the years by Justices
Brennan, Marshall, and Blackmun, not with the many
majority opinions of the Supreme Court that have
repeatedly upheld reasonable regulations that do not
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impose an undue burden on the abortion right recognized by the Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade. 1
To review: Jane Doe is 17 years old. She is a foreign citizen. Last month, she was detained shortly
after she illegally crossed the border into Texas. She
is now in a U.S. Government detention facility in Texas
for unlawful immigrant minors. She is 15-weeks pregnant and wants to have an abortion. Her home country does not allow elective abortions.
All parties to this case recognize Roe v. Wade and
Planned Parenthood v. Casey as precedents we must
follow. All parties have assumed for purposes of this
case, moreover, that Jane Doe has a right under Supreme Court precedent to obtain an abortion in the
United States. One question before the en banc Court
at this point is whether the U.S. Government may expeditiously transfer Jane Doe to an immigration sponsor before she makes the decision to have an abortion.
Is that an undue burden on the abortion right, or not?
Contrary to a statement in the petition for rehearing en banc, the three-judge panel’s order did not avoid

The majority’s decision rules against the Government “substantially for the reasons set forth in” the panel dissent. Given this
ambiguity, the precedential value of this order for future cases will
be debated. But for present purposes, we have no choice but to
assume that the majority agrees with and adopts the main reasoning for the panel dissent. Otherwise, the majority would have no
explanation for the extraordinary step it is taking today. For accuracy, I therefore use the word “majority” when describing the
main points of the panel dissent. (If any members of the majority
disagreed with any of the main points of the panel dissent, they
were of course free to say as much.)
1
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that question.
question.

The panel confronted and resolved that

First, the Government has assumed, presumably
based on its reading of Supreme Court precedent, that
an unlawful immigrant minor such as Jane Doe who is
in Government custody has a right to an abortion.
The Government has also expressly assumed, again
presumably based on its reading of Supreme Court
precedent, that the Government lacks authority to block
Jane Doe from obtaining an abortion. For purposes of
this case, all parties have assumed, in other words, that
unlawful immigrant minors such as Jane Doe have a
right under Supreme Court precedent to obtain an
abortion in the United States.
Second, under Supreme Court precedent in analogous contexts, it is not an undue burden for the U.S.
Government to transfer an unlawful immigrant minor
to an immigration sponsor before she has an abortion,
so long as the transfer is expeditious.
For minors such as Jane Doe who are in U.S. Government custody, the Government has stated that it
will not provide, pay for, or otherwise facilitate the
abortion but will transfer custody of the minor to a
sponsor pursuant to the regular immigration sponsor
program. Under the regular immigration sponsor
program, an unlawful immigrant minor leaves Government custody and ordinarily goes to live with or
near a sponsor. The sponsor often is a family member, relative, friend, or acquaintance. Once Jane Doe
is transferred to a sponsor in this case, the Government
accepts that Jane Doe, in consultation with her sponsor
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if she so chooses, will be able to decide to carry to term
or to have an abortion. 2
The panel order had to make a decision about how
“expeditious” the transfer had to be. Given the emergency posture in which this case has arisen, the panel
order prudently did not purport to define “expeditious”
for all future cases. But the panel order set a date of
October 31—which is 7 days from now—by which the
transfer had to occur. For future cases, the term “expeditious” presumably would entail some combination
of (i) expeditious from the time the Government learns
of the pregnant minor’s desire to have an abortion and
(ii) expeditious in the sense that the transfer to the
sponsor does not occur too late in the pregnancy for a
safe abortion to occur. 3 In this case, although the
process by which the case has arrived here has been
marked by understandable confusion over the law and
by litigation filed by plaintiff in multiple forums, the
panel order concluded that a transfer by October 31
—which is 7 days from now—was permissibly expeditious. This would entail transfer in week 16 or 17 of
Jane Doe’s pregnancy, and the Government agrees that
she could have the abortion immediately after transfer,
if she wishes.
Third, what happens, however, if a sponsor is not
found by October 31 in this case? What happens generally if transfer to a sponsor does not occur expedi2
The minor of course also has to satisfy whatever state-law requirements are imposed on the decision to obtain an abortion.
3
To be clear, under Supreme Court precedent, the Government
cannot use the transfer process as some kind of ruse to unreasonably delay the abortion past the point where a safe abortion could
occur.
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tiously? To begin with, a declaration we just received
from the Government states: “while difficult, it is possible to complete a sponsorship process for J.D. by
5 P.M. Eastern on October 31, 2017.” The declaration
also lists several ongoing efforts regarding the sponsorship process. The declaration adds that all components of the U.S. Government “are willing to assist in
helping expedite the process.”
But if transfer does not work, given existing Supreme Court precedent and the position the Government has so far advanced in this litigation, it could turn
out that the Government will be required by existing
Supreme Court precedent to allow the abortion, even
though the minor at that point would still be residing in
a U.S. Government detention facility. If so, the Government would be in a similar position as it is in with adult
women prisoners in federal prison and with adult
women unlawful immigrants in U.S. Government custody. The U.S. Government allows women in those circumstances to obtain an abortion. In any event, we
can immediately consider any additional arguments from
the Government if and when transfer to a sponsor is
unsuccessful.
In sum, under the Government’s arguments in this
case and the Supreme Court’s precedents, the unlawful
immigrant minor is assumed to have a right under
precedent to an abortion; the Government may seek to
expeditiously transfer the minor to a sponsor before
the abortion occurs; and if no sponsor is expeditiously
located, then it could turn out that the Government will
be required by existing Supreme Court precedent to
allow the abortion, depending on what arguments the
Government can make at that point. These rules re-
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sulting from the panel order are consistent with and
dictated by Supreme Court precedent.
The three-judge panel reached a careful decision
that prudently accommodated the competing interests
of the parties.
By contrast, under the panel dissent, which is “substantially” adopted by the majority today, the Government has to immediately allow the abortion upon the
request of an unlawful immigrant minor in its custody,
and cannot take time to first seek to expeditiously
transfer the minor to an immigrant sponsor before the
abortion occurs. 4
The majority seems to think that the United States
has no good reason to want to transfer an unlawful immigrant minor to an immigration sponsor before the
minor has an abortion. But consider the circumstances
here. The minor is alone and without family or
friends. She is in a U.S. Government detention facility
in a country that, for her, is foreign. She is 17 years
old. She is pregnant and has to make a major life
decision. Is it really absurd for the United States to
think that the minor should be transferred to her immigration sponsor—ordinarily a family member, relThe majority’s order denies the Government’s emergency motion for stay pending appeal and thus does not disturb the District
Judge’s injunction (with adjusted dates), which required the Government to facilitate an immediate abortion for Jane Doe. Therefore, unless the Government can somehow convince the District
Judge to suddenly reconsider her decision, which is extremely unlikely given the District Judge’s prior ruling on this matter, the majority’s order today necessarily means that the Government must
allow an immediate abortion while Jane Doe remains in Government custody.
4
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ative, or friend—before she makes that decision? And
keep in mind that the Government is not forcing the
minor to talk to the sponsor about the decision, or to
obtain consent. It is merely seeking to place the minor in a better place when deciding whether to have an
abortion. I suppose people can debate as a matter of
policy whether this is always a good idea. But unconstitutional? That is far-fetched. After all, the Supreme
Court has repeatedly said that the Government has
permissible interests in favoring fetal life, protecting
the best interests of the minor, and not facilitating
abortion, so long as the Government does not impose
an undue burden on the abortion decision.
It is important to stress, moreover, that this case
involves a minor. We are not dealing with adults, although the majority’s rhetoric speaks as if Jane Doe
were an adult. The law does not always treat minors
in the same way as adults, as the Supreme Court has
repeatedly emphasized in the abortion context.
The majority points out that, in States such as Texas,
the minor will have received a judicial bypass. That is
true, but is irrelevant to the current situation. The
judicial bypass confirms that the minor is capable of
making a decision. For most teenagers under 18, of
course, they are living in the State in question and have
a support network of friends and family to rely on, if
they choose, to support them through the decision and
its aftermath, even if the minor does not want to inform
her parents or her parents do not consent. For a foreign minor in custody, there is no such support network. It surely seems reasonable for the United States
to think that transfer to a sponsor would be better than
forcing the minor to make the decision in an isolated
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detention camp with no support network available.
Again, that may be debatable as a matter of policy.
But unconstitutional? I do not think so.
The majority apparently thinks that the Government must allow unlawful immigrant minors to have an
immediate abortion on demand. Under this vision of
the Constitution, the Government may not seek to first
expeditiously transfer the minor to the custody of
an immigration sponsor before she has an abortion. 5
The majority’s approach is radically inconsistent with
40 years of Supreme Court precedent. The Supreme
Court has repeatedly upheld a wide variety of abortion
regulations that entail some delay in the abortion but
that serve permissible Government purposes. These include parental consent laws, parental notice laws, informed consent laws, and waiting periods, among other
regulations. Those laws, of course, may have the effect of delaying an abortion. Indeed, parental consent
laws in practice can occasion real-world delays of several weeks for the minor to decide whether to seek her
parents’ consent and then either to obtain that consent
or instead to seek a judicial bypass. Still, the Supreme Court has upheld those laws, over vociferous
dissents. See, e.g., Ohio v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health, 497 U.S. 502, 532 (1990) (Blackmun, J.,
joined by Brennan and Marshall, JJ., dissenting)
(“Ohio’s judicial-bypass procedure can consume up to
The precedential value of the majority’s decision for future
cases is unclear and no doubt will be the subject of debate. But
one limit appears clear and warrants mention: The majority’s decision requires the Government to allow the abortion even while the
minor is residing in Government custody, but it does not require
the Government to pay for the abortion procedure itself. The Government’s policy on that issue remains undisturbed.
5
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three weeks of a young woman’s pregnancy.”) (citation
omitted); Hodgson v. Minnesota, 497 U.S. 417, 465
(1990) (Marshall, J., joined by Brennan and Blackmun,
JJ., dissenting) (“[T]he prospect of having to notify a
parent causes many young women to delay their abortions . . . .”); H.L. v. Matheson, 450 U.S. 398, 439
(1981) (Marshall, J., joined by Brennan and Blackmun,
JJ., dissenting) (“[T]he threat of parental notice may
cause some minor women to delay past the first trimester of pregnancy . . . .”).
To be sure, this case presents a new situation not
yet directly confronted by the Supreme Court. But that
happens all the time. When it does, our job as lower
court judges is to apply the precedents and principles
articulated in Supreme Court decisions to the new
situations. Here, as I see it and the panel saw it, the
situation of a pregnant unlawful immigrant minor in
a U.S. Government detention facility is a situation
where the Government may reasonably seek to expeditiously transfer the minor to a sponsor before she has
an abortion.
It is undoubtedly the case that many Americans—
including many Justices and judges—disagree with one
or another aspect of the Supreme Court’s abortion jurisprudence. From one perspective, some disagree with
cases that allow the Government to refuse to fund
abortions and that allow the Government to impose
regulations such as parental consent, informed consent,
and waiting periods. That was certainly the position
of Justices Brennan, Marshall, and Blackmun in many
cases. From the other perspective, some disagree with
cases holding that the U.S. Constitution provides a
right to an abortion.
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As a lower court, our job is to follow the law as it is,
not as we might wish it to be. The three-judge panel
here did that to the best of its ability, holding true to
the balance struck by the Supreme Court. The en banc
majority, by contrast, reflects a philosophy that unlawful immigrant minors have a right to immediate
abortion on demand, not to be interfered with even by
Government efforts to help minors navigate what is
undeniably a difficult situation by expeditiously transferring them to their sponsors. The majority’s decision is inconsistent with the precedents and principles
of the Supreme Court—for example, the many cases
upholding parental consent laws—allowing the Government to impose reasonable regulations so long as they
do not unduly burden the right to abortion that the
Court has recognized.
This is a novel and highly fraught case. The case
came to us in an emergency posture. The panel reached
a careful decision in a day’s time that, in my view, was
correct as a legal matter and sound as a prudential
matter. I regret the en banc Court’s decision and
many aspects of how the en banc Court has handled
this case. 6
The Court never should have reheard this case en banc in the
first place. As the Supreme Court has instructed, “En banc courts
are the exception, not the rule. They are convened only when extraordinary circumstances exist that call for authoritative consideration and decision by those charged with the administration and
development of the law of the circuit.” United States v. AmericanForeign Steamship Corp., 363 U.S. 685, 689 (1960). Federal Rule
35 provides that rehearing en banc is reserved for cases that involve “a question of exceptional importance.” This Court’s judges
have adhered to that principle, even while entertaining doubts
about a panel’s application of the law to individual litigants. Here,
6
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I respectfully dissent.

on the law, the three-judge panel’s order was unpublished; therefore, it constituted no legal precedent for future cases. As to the
facts of this one case, if the panel’s order had blocked Jane Doe
from obtaining an abortion, the en banc consideration might be different. If the panel’s order had forced Jane Doe to the cusp of
Texas’s 20-week abortion cutoff, the en banc consideration might be
different. If the panel’s order had significantly delayed Jane
Doe’s decision, the en banc consideration might be different.
But the panel’s order did none of those things. The panel was
faced with an emergency motion involving an under-developed
factual record that is still unclear and hotly contested. Indeed,
the parties have submitted new evidence by the hour over the past
two days—none of which was presented to the panel. The panel’s
unpublished order recognized Jane Doe’s interests without prematurely requiring the Government to act against its interests. The
panel decision was prudent and reasonable, given all of the circumstances. Indeed, as noted above, the Government represents that,
while difficult, it is possible for Jane Doe to obtain a sponsor by
“5:00 P.M. Eastern on October 31, 2017.” This case, as handled by
the three-judge panel, therefore was on a path to a prompt resolution that would respect the interests of all parties—until the en banc
Court unwisely intervened. This case did not meet the standard
for rehearing en banc.
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APPENDIX D
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Civil Action No. 17-cv-02122 (TSC)
ROCHELLE GARZA, AS GUARDIAN AD LITEM TO
UNACCOMPANIED MINOR J.D., ON BEHALF OF HERSELF
AND OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, PLAINTIFF
v.
ERIC D. HARGAN, ET AL., DEFENDANTS
[Oct. 24, 2017]
AMENDED TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

Upon consideration of Plaintiff ’s Emergency Motion
to Amend the Temporary Restraining Order issued by
this court on October 18, 2017 and the entire record in
this case;
For substantially the same reasons given in Judge
Millett’s dissenting statement issued on October 20,
2017, and substantially adopted by the Court of Appeals in its Order of October 24, it appears to the Court
that: (1) Plaintiff is likely to succeed on the merits of
her action; (2) if Defendants are not immediately restrained from preventing her transportation to an abortion facility or otherwise interfering with or obstructing
her access to an abortion—including by further forcing
her to disclose her abortion decision against her will or
disclosing her decision themselves, forcing her to ob-
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tain pre- and/or post-abortion counseling from an antiabortion entity, and/or retaliating against her for her
abortion decision—Plaintiff J.D. will suffer irreparable
injury in the form of, at a minimum, increased risk to
her health, and perhaps the permanent inability to
obtain a desired abortion to which she is legally entitled; (3) the Defendants will not be harmed if such an
order is issued; and (4) the public interest favors the
entry of such an order. It is, therefore,
ORDERED that Plaintiff ’s Emergency Motion to
Amend the Temporary Restraining Order is hereby
GRANTED, and that Defendants Eric Hargan, Steven
Wagner, and Scott Lloyd (along with their respective
successors in office, officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and anyone acting in concert with them)
are, for fourteen days from the date shown below,
hereby:
1. Required to transport J.D.—or allow J.D. to be
transported by either her guardian or attorney
ad litem—promptly and without delay, on such
dates, including today, and to such Texas abortion provider as shall be specified by J.D.’s guardian ad litem or attorney ad litem, in order to
obtain the counseling required by state law and
to obtain the abortion procedure, in accordance
with the abortion providers’ availability and any
medical requirements. If transportation to the
nearest abortion provider requires J.D. to travel
past a border patrol checkpoint, Defendants are
restrained from interfering with her ability to do
so and are ordered to provide any documentation necessary for her to do so;
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2. Temporarily restrained from interfering with or
obstructing J.D.’s access to abortion counseling
or an abortion;
3. Temporarily restrained from further forcing J.D.
to reveal her abortion decision to anyone, or revealing it to anyone themselves;
4. Temporarily restrained from retaliating against
J.D. based on her decision to have an abortion;
5. Temporarily restrained from retaliating or threatening to retaliate against the contractor that operates the shelter where J.D. currently resides
for any actions it has taken or may take in facilitating J.D.’s ability to access abortion counseling and an abortion.
It is further ORDERED that Plaintiff shall not be required to furnish security for costs. Failure to comply
with the terms of this Order may result in a finding of
contempt.
Date:

Oct. 24, 2017
/s/

TANYA S. CHUTKAN
TANYA S. CHUTKAN
United States District Judge
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APPENDIX E
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Civil Action No. 17-cv-02122 (TSC)
ROCHELLE GARZA, AS GUARDIAN AD LITEM TO
UNACCOMPANIED MINOR J.D., ON BEHALF OF HERSELF
AND OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, PLAINTIFF
v.
ERIC D. HARGAN, ET AL., DEFENDANTS
[Oct. 24, 2017]
FINDINGS OF FACT IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

The court makes the following findings of fact in
support of its Amended Temporary Restraining Order
(ECF No. 29):
1. Plaintiff J.D. is a 17 year-old unaccompanied minor who entered the United States without legal
documentation in September 2017. (Decl. of J.D.,
ECF No. 3-3).
2. J.D. was detained at the U.S. border, and was
remanded to a shelter in Texas under a cooperative agreement with the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) on September 8, 2017. (Decl. of
Jonathan White, ECF No. 25-1).
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3. After entering the U.S., J.D. received a medical
evaluation and confirmation that she was pregnant. (Decl. of Jonathan White, ECF No. 25-1).
4. J.D. chose to terminate her pregnancy. Pursuant
to Texas law, and with the assistance of an appointed guardian ad litem and attorney ad litem,
she sought a judicial bypass of Texas’s parental
notification and consent requirements, which she
received on September 25, 2017.
5. In March 2017, the ORR announced that all federally funded shelters are prohibited from taking “any action that facilitates” abortion access
for unaccompanied minors absent “direction and
approval from the Director of the ORR.” (ECF
No. 3-5 at 2).
6. J.D. sought to obtain the state-mandated counseling and the abortion procedure on September
28, 2017 and September 29, 2017. Pursuant to
its new policy enacted in March 2017, Defendants refused, and have continued to refuse to
transport her to the facility and refused to allow
anyone else to transport her to the facility. (ECF
No. 3-4).
7. Although Defendants have taken steps to dissuade
J.D. from having an abortion, including requiring her to obtain counseling from a religiously
affiliated crisis pregnancy center and view a sonogram, J.D. remains steadfast in her desire to
terminate her pregnancy. (Decl. of J.D., ECF
No. 3-3).
8. Defendants maintain that J.D. may obtain an
abortion only if (1) an individual indicates his or
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her willingness to serve as a sponsor for J.D.,
qualifies for that position under applicable legal
requirements, completes the administrative review process, and is approved by ORR, or (2) J.D.
voluntarily returns to her home country, where
Defendants concede abortion is illegal.
9. The process of identifying, vetting, and approving sponsors is lengthy and complex, involving
multiple steps that can take weeks or months to
complete. The process typically involves completion and submission of an application, requirements for extensive documentation of prior relationship to the minor and/or the minor’s family,
background checks, home visits, and multiple
stages of administrative review. The minor has
no control over the sponsorship process, and ultimately the decision whether to approve a particular sponsor rests with ORR. (Decl. of Robert
Carey, ECF No. 23-1 at 2, 4, 5-7).
10. J.D. has obtained private funding to pay for the
abortion, and her guardian and/or attorney ad
litem have agreed to transport her to the abortion facility.
11. Texas law requires that an individual seeking
an abortion must undergo counseling at least
24 hours in advance of the procedure by the
same doctor who will perform the procedure.
Oral Arg. 1:13:45-1:15:10.
12. J.D. first sought to terminate her pregnancy in
late September, when she was approximately
11 weeks pregnant. She received judicial authorization on September 25, 2017. She is now ap-
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proximately 15 weeks pregnant. Under Texas
law, abortions are illegal after 20 weeks, and
some doctors refuse to perform an abortion after
more than 15.6 weeks. Oral Arg. 1:13:45-1:15:10.
Date:

Oct. 24, 2017
/s/

TANYA S. CHUTKAN
TANYA S. CHUTKAN
United States District Judge
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APPENDIX F
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Civil Action No. 17-cv-02122 (TSC)
ROCHELLE GARZA, AS GUARDIAN AD LITEM TO
UNACCOMPANIED MINOR J.D., ON BEHALF OF HERSELF
AND OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, PLAINTIFF
v.
ERIC D. HARGAN, ET AL., DEFENDANTS
[Oct. 18, 2017]
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

Upon consideration of Plaintiff ’s application for a
temporary restraining order, and any opposition, reply,
and further pleadings and arguments;
It appears to the Court that: (1) Plaintiff is likely
to succeed on the merits of her action; (2) if Defendants
are not immediately restrained from preventing her
transportation to an abortion facility or otherwise interfering with or obstructing her access to an abortion
—including by further forcing her to disclose her abortion decision against her will or disclosing her decision
themselves, forcing her to obtain pre- and/or postabortion counseling from an anti-abortion entity, and/
or retaliating against her for her abortion decision—
Plaintiff J.D. will suffer irreparable injury in the form
of, at a minimum, increased risk to her health, and
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perhaps the permanent inability to obtain a desired
abortion to which she is legally entitled; (3) the Defendants will not be harmed if such an order is issued;
and (4) the public interest favors the entry of such an
order. It is, therefore,
ORDERED that Plaintiff ’s application for a temporary restraining order is hereby GRANTED, and that
Defendants Eric Hargan, Steven Wagner, and Scott
Lloyd (along with their respective successors in office,
officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and
anyone acting in concert with them) are, for fourteen
days from the date shown below, hereby:
1. Required to transport J.D.—or allow J.D. to be
transported by either her guardian or attorney
ad litem—promptly and without delay to the
abortion provider closest to J.D.’s shelter in order to obtain the counseling required by state
law on October 19, 2017, and to obtain the abortion procedure on October 20, 2017 and/or October 21, 2017, as dictated by the abortion providers’ availability and any medical requirements.
If transportation to the nearest abortion provider requires J.D. to travel past a border patrol
checkpoint, Defendants are restrained from interfering with her ability to do so and are ordered to provide any documentation necessary
for her to do so;
2. Temporarily restrained from interfering with or
obstructing J.D.’s access to abortion counseling
or an abortion;
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3. Temporarily restrained from further forcing
J.D. to reveal her abortion decision to anyone, or
revealing it to anyone themselves;
4. Temporarily restrained from retaliating against
J.D. based on her decision to have an abortion;
5. Temporarily restrained from retaliating or threatening to retaliate against the contractor that
operates the shelter where J.D. currently resides for any actions it has taken or may take in
facilitating J.D.’s ability to access abortion counseling and an abortion.
It is further ORDERED that Plaintiff shall not be required to furnish security for costs. Failure to comply
with the terms of this Order may result in a finding of
contempt.
Date:

Oct. 18, 2017
/s/ TANYA S. CHUTKAN
TANYA S. CHUTKAN
United States District Judge
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APPENDIX G

1.

U.S. Const. Amend V provides:

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or
otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or
indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in
the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any
person be subject for the same offence to be twice put
in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for
public use, without just compensation.
2.

8 U.S.C. 1232 (2012 & Supp. IV 2016) provides:

Enhancing efforts to combat the trafficking of children
(a)

Combating child trafficking at the border and ports
of entry of the United States
(1) Policies and procedures

In order to enhance the efforts of the United States
to prevent trafficking in persons, the Secretary of
Homeland Security, in conjunction with the Secretary
of State, the Attorney General, and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, shall develop policies and
procedures to ensure that unaccompanied alien children in the United States are safely repatriated to
their country of nationality or of last habitual residence.
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(2) Special rules for children from contiguous
countries
(A)

Determinations

Any unaccompanied alien child who is a national or habitual resident of a country that is
contiguous with the United States shall be treated in accordance with subparagraph (B), if the
Secretary of Homeland Security determines, on a
case-by-case basis, that—
(i) such child has not been a victim of a
severe form of trafficking in persons, and
there is no credible evidence that such child is
at risk of being trafficked upon return to the
child’s country of nationality or of last habitual residence;
(ii) such child does not have a fear of returning to the child’s country of nationality or
of last habitual residence owing to a credible
fear of persecution; and
(iii) the child is able to make an independent decision to withdraw the child’s application for admission to the United States.
(B)

Return

An immigration officer who finds an unaccompanied alien child described in subparagraph (A)
at a land border or port of entry of the United
States and determines that such child is inadmissible under the Immigration and Nationality Act
(8 U.S.C. 1101 et seq.) may—
(i) permit such child to withdraw the
child’s application for admission pursuant to
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section 235(a)(4) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1225(a)(4)); and
(ii) return such child to the child’s country
of nationality or country of last habitual residence.
(C)

Contiguous country agreements

The Secretary of State shall negotiate agreements between the United States and countries
contiguous to the United States with respect to
the repatriation of children. Such agreements
shall be designed to protect children from severe
forms of trafficking in persons, and shall, at a
minimum, provide that—
(i) no child shall be returned to the child’s
country of nationality or of last habitual residence unless returned to appropriate employees or officials, including child welfare officials where available, of the accepting country’s government;
(ii) no child shall be returned to the child’s
country of nationality or of last habitual residence outside of reasonable business hours;
and
(iii) border personnel of the countries that
are parties to such agreements are trained in
the terms of such agreements.
(3) Rule for other children

The custody of unaccompanied alien children not
described in paragraph (2)(A) who are apprehended
at the border of the United States or at a United
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States port of entry shall be treated in accordance
with subsection (b).
(4) Screening

Within 48 hours of the apprehension of a child
who is believed to be described in paragraph (2)(A),
but in any event prior to returning such child to the
child’s country of nationality or of last habitual residence, the child shall be screened to determine
whether the child meets the criteria listed in paragraph (2)(A). If the child does not meet such criteria, or if no determination can be made within
48 hours of apprehension, the child shall immediately be transferred to the Secretary of Health and
Human Services and treated in accordance with
subsection (b). Nothing in this paragraph may be
construed to preclude an earlier transfer of the
child.
(5) Ensuring the safe repatriation of children
(A)

Repatriation pilot program

To protect children from trafficking and exploitation, the Secretary of State shall create a
pilot program, in conjunction with the Secretary
of Health and Human Services and the Secretary
of Homeland Security, nongovernmental organizations, and other national and international
agencies and experts, to develop and implement
best practices to ensure the safe and sustainable
repatriation and reintegration of unaccompanied
alien children into their country of nationality or
of last habitual residence, including placement
with their families, legal guardians, or other
sponsoring agencies.
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(B)

Assessment of country conditions

The Secretary of Homeland Security shall
consult the Department of State’s Country Reports on Human Rights Practices and the Trafficking in Persons Report in assessing whether to
repatriate an unaccompanied alien child to a particular country.
(C)

Report on repatriation of unaccompanied
alien children

Not later than 18 months after December 23,
2008, and annually thereafter, the Secretary of
State and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, with assistance from the Secretary of
Homeland Security, shall submit a report to the
Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate and the
Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives on efforts to improve repatriation
programs for unaccompanied alien children.
Such report shall include—
(i) the number of unaccompanied alien
children ordered removed and the number of
such children actually removed from the
United States;
(ii) a statement of the nationalities, ages,
and gender of such children;
(iii) a description of the policies and procedures used to effect the removal of such
children from the United States and the steps
taken to ensure that such children were safely
and humanely repatriated to their country of
nationality or of last habitual residence, including a description of the repatriation pilot
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program created pursuant to subparagraph
(A);
(iv) a description of the type of immigration relief sought and denied to such children;
(v) any information gathered in assessments of country and local conditions pursuant to paragraph (2); and
(vi) statistical information and other data
on unaccompanied alien children as provided
for in section 279(b)(1)(J) of title 6.
(D)

Placement in removal proceedings

Any unaccompanied alien child sought to be
removed by the Department of Homeland Security, except for an unaccompanied alien child
from a contiguous country subject to exceptions
under subsection (a)(2), shall be—
(i) placed in removal proceedings under
section 240 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1229a);
(ii) eligible for relief under section 240B
of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1229c) at no cost to the
child; and
(iii) provided access to counsel in accordance with subsection (c)(5).
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(b)

Combating child trafficking and exploitation in the
United States
(1) Care and custody of unaccompanied alien children

Consistent with section 279 of title 6, and except
as otherwise provided under subsection (a), the care
and custody of all unaccompanied alien children, including responsibility for their detention, where appropriate, shall be the responsibility of the Secretary of Health and Human Services.
(2) Notification

Each department or agency of the Federal Government shall notify the Department of Health and
Human services 1 within 48 hours upon—
(A) the apprehension or discovery of an unaccompanied alien child; or
(B) any claim or suspicion that an alien in
the custody of such department or agency is under 18 years of age.
(3) Transfers of unaccompanied alien children

Except in the case of exceptional circumstances,
any department or agency of the Federal Government that has an unaccompanied alien child in custody shall transfer the custody of such child to the
Secretary of Health and Human Services not later
than 72 hours after determining that such child is an
unaccompanied alien child.

1

So in original.

Probably should be capitalized.
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(4) Age determinations

The Secretary of Health and Human Services, in
consultation with the Secretary of Homeland Security, shall develop procedures to make a prompt determination of the age of an alien, which shall be
used by the Secretary of Homeland Security and the
Secretary of Health and Human Services for children in their respective custody. At a minimum,
these procedures shall take into account multiple
forms of evidence, including the non-exclusive use of
radiographs, to determine the age of the unaccompanied alien.
(c)

Providing safe and secure placements for children
(1) Policies and programs

The Secretary of Health and Human Services,
Secretary of Homeland Security, Attorney General,
and Secretary of State shall establish policies and
programs to ensure that unaccompanied alien children in the United States are protected from traffickers and other persons seeking to victimize or
otherwise engage such children in criminal, harmful,
or exploitative activity, including policies and programs reflecting best practices in witness security
programs.
(2) Safe and secure placements
(A) Minors in department of health and human
services custody

Subject to section 279(b)(2) of title 6, an unaccompanied alien child in the custody of the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall be
promptly placed in the least restrictive setting
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that is in the best interest of the child. In making such placements, the Secretary may consider
danger to self, danger to the community, and risk
of flight. Placement of child trafficking victims
may include placement in an Unaccompanied
Refugee Minor program, pursuant to section
412(d) of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(8 U.S.C. 1522(d)), if a suitable family member is
not available to provide care. A child shall not
be placed in a secure facility absent a determination that the child poses a danger to self or others
or has been charged with having committed a
criminal offense. The placement of a child in a
secure facility shall be reviewed, at a minimum,
on a monthly basis, in accordance with procedures prescribed by the Secretary, to determine
if such placement remains warranted.
(B) Aliens transferred from Department of
Health and Human Services to Department of
Homeland Security custody

If a minor described in subparagraph (A)
reaches 18 years of age and is transferred to the
custody of the Secretary of Homeland Security,
the Secretary shall consider placement in the
least restrictive setting available after taking into
account the alien’s danger to self, danger to the
community, and risk of flight. Such aliens shall
be eligible to participate in alternative to detention programs, utilizing a continuum of alternatives based on the alien’s need for supervision,
which may include placement of the alien with an
individual or an organizational sponsor, or in a
supervised group home.
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(3) Safety and suitability assessments
(A) In general

Subject to the requirements of subparagraph
(B), an unaccompanied alien child may not be
placed with a person or entity unless the Secretary of Health and Human Services makes a determination that the proposed custodian is capable of providing for the child’s physical and mental wellbeing. Such determination shall, at a
minimum, include verification of the custodian’s
identity and relationship to the child, if any, as
well as an independent finding that the individual
has not engaged in any activity that would indicate a potential risk to the child.
(B) Home studies

Before placing the child with an individual, the
Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
determine whether a home study is first necessary. A home study shall be conducted for a
child who is a victim of a severe form of trafficking in persons, a special needs child with a disability (as defined in section 12102 of title 42), a
child who has been a victim of physical or sexual
abuse under circumstances that indicate that the
child’s health or welfare has been significantly
harmed or threatened, or a child whose proposed
sponsor clearly presents a risk of abuse, maltreatment, exploitation, or trafficking to the child
based on all available objective evidence. The
Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
conduct follow-up services, during the pendency
of removal proceedings, on children for whom a
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home study was conducted and is authorized to
conduct follow-up services in cases involving
children with mental health or other needs who
could benefit from ongoing assistance from a social welfare agency.
(C) Access to information

Not later than 2 weeks after receiving a request from the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, the Secretary of Homeland Security
shall provide information necessary to conduct
suitability assessments from appropriate Federal, State, and local law enforcement and immigration databases.
(4) Legal orientation presentations

The Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall cooperate with the Executive Office for Immigration Review to ensure that custodians receive
legal orientation presentations provided through the
Legal Orientation Program administered by the
Executive Office for Immigration Review. At a
minimum, such presentations shall address the custodian’s responsibility to attempt to ensure the
child’s appearance at all immigration proceedings
and to protect the child from mistreatment, exploitation, and trafficking.
(5) Access to counsel

The Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall ensure, to the greatest extent practicable and
consistent with section 292 of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1362), that all unaccompanied alien children who are or have been in the custody of the Secretary or the Secretary of Homeland
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Security, and who are not described in subsection
(a)(2)(A), have counsel to represent them in legal
proceedings or matters and protect them from mistreatment, exploitation, and trafficking. To the
greatest extent practicable, the Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall make every effort to utilize the services of pro bono counsel who agree to
provide representation to such children without
charge.
(6) Child advocates
(A) In general

The Secretary of Health and Human Services
is authorized to appoint independent child advocates for child trafficking victims and other vulnerable unaccompanied alien children. A child
advocate shall be provided access to materials
necessary to effectively advocate for the best interest of the child. The child advocate shall not
be compelled to testify or provide evidence in any
proceeding concerning any information or opinion received from the child in the course of serving as a child advocate. The child advocate shall
be presumed to be acting in good faith and be
immune from civil liability for lawful conduct of
duties as described in this provision.
(B) Appointment of child advocates
(i)

Initial sites

Not later than 2 years after March 7, 2013,
the Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall appoint child advocates at 3 new immigration detention sites to provide independent
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child advocates for trafficking victims and vulnerable unaccompanied alien children.
(ii) Additional sites

Not later than 3 years after March 7, 2013,
the Secretary shall appoint child advocates at
not more than 3 additional immigration detention sites.
(iii) Selection of sites

Sites at which child advocate programs will
be established under this subparagraph shall
be located at immigration detention sites at
which more than 50 children are held in immigration custody, and shall be selected sequentially, with priority given to locations with—
(I)
the largest number of unaccompanied alien children; and
(II) the most vulnerable populations of
unaccompanied children.
(C) Restrictions
(i)

Administrative expenses

A child advocate program may not use
more that 10 percent of the Federal funds received under this section for administrative
expenses.
(ii) Nonexclusivity

Nothing in this section may be construed to
restrict the ability of a child advocate program under this section to apply for or obtain
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funding from any other source to carry out
the programs described in this section.
(iii) Contribution of funds

A child advocate program selected under
this section shall contribute non-Federal
funds, either directly or through in-kind contributions, to the costs of the child advocate
program in an amount that is not less than
25 percent of the total amount of Federal
funds received by the child advocate program
under this section.
In-kind contributions
may not exceed 40 percent of the matching
requirement under this clause.
(D) Annual report to Congress

Not later than 1 year after March 7, 2013, and
annually thereafter, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services shall submit a report describing
the activities undertaken by the Secretary to authorize the appointment of independent Child
Advocates for trafficking victims and vulnerable
unaccompanied alien children to the Committee
on the Judiciary of the Senate and the Committee
on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives.
(E) Assessment of Child Advocate Program
(i)

In general

As soon as practicable after March 7, 2013,
the Comptroller General of the United States
shall conduct a study regarding the effectiveness of the Child Advocate Program operated
by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.
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(ii) Matters to be studied

In the study required under clause (i), the
Comptroller General shall— 2 collect information and analyze the following:
(I)
analyze the effectiveness of existing child advocate programs in improving
outcomes for trafficking victims and other
vulnerable unaccompanied alien children;
(II) evaluate the implementation of
child advocate programs in new sites pursuant to subparagraph (B);
(III) evaluate the extent to which eligible trafficking victims and other vulnerable
unaccompanied children are receiving child
advocate services and assess the possible
budgetary implications of increased participation in the program;
(IV) evaluate the barriers to improving
outcomes for trafficking victims and other
vulnerable unaccompanied children; and
(V) make recommendations on statutory changes to improve the Child Advocate
Program in relation to the matters analyzed under subclauses (I) through (IV).
(iii) GAO report

Not later than 3 years after March 7, 2013,
the Comptroller General of the United States
shall submit the results of the study required
under this subparagraph to—
2

So in original.
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(I)
the Committee on the Judiciary of
the Senate;
(II) the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions of the Senate;
(III) the Committee on the Judiciary of
the House of Representatives; and
(IV) the Committee on Education and
the Workforce of the House of Representatives.
(F) Authorization of appropriations

There are authorized to be appropriated to
the Secretary and Human Services 3 to carry out
this subsection—
(i) $1,000,000 for each of the fiscal years
2014 and 2015; and
(ii) $2,000,000 for each of the fiscal years
2016 and 2017.
(d)

Permanent protection for certain at-risk children
(1) Omitted
(2) Expeditious adjudication

All applications for special immigrant status under section 101(a)(27)(J) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(27)(J)) shall be
adjudicated by the Secretary of Homeland Security
not later than 180 days after the date on which the
application is filed.
So in original.
Human Services”.
3

Probably should be “Secretary of Health and
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(3) Omitted
(4) Eligibility for assistance
(A) In general

A child who has been granted special immigrant status under section 101(a)(27)(J) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1101(a)(27)(J)) and who was in the custody of the
Secretary of Health and Human Services at the
time a dependency order was granted for such
child, was receiving services pursuant to section
501(a) of the Refugee Education Assistance Act
of 1980 (8 U.S.C. 1522 note) at the time such dependency order was granted, or has been granted
status under section 101(a)(15)(U) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1101(a)(15)(U)),,2 shall be eligible for placement
and services under section 412(d) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1522(d))
until the earlier of—
(i) the date on which the child reaches the
age designated in section 412(d)(2)(B) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1522(d)(2)(B)); or
(ii) the date on which the child is placed in
a permanent adoptive home.
(B) State reimbursement

Subject to the availability of appropriations, if
State foster care funds are expended on behalf of
a child who is not described in subparagraph (A)
and has been granted special immigrant status
under section 101(a)(27)(J) of the Immigration
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and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(27)(J)),
or status under section 101(a)(15)(U) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1101(a)(15)(U)),,2 the Federal Government shall
reimburse the State in which the child resides for
such expenditures by the State.
(5) State courts acting in loco parentis

A department or agency of a State, or an individual or entity appointed by a State court or juvenile court located in the United States, acting in loco
parentis, shall not be considered a legal guardian for
purposes of this section or section 279 of title 6.
(6) Transition rule

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an
alien described in section 101(a)(27)(J) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(27)(J)),
as amended by paragraph (1), may not be denied
special immigrant status under such section after
December 23, 2008, based on age if the alien was a
child on the date on which the alien applied for such
status.
(7) Omitted
(8) Specialized needs of unaccompanied alien children

Applications for asylum and other forms of relief
from removal in which an unaccompanied alien child
is the principal applicant shall be governed by regulations which take into account the specialized needs
of unaccompanied alien children and which address
both procedural and substantive aspects of handling
unaccompanied alien children’s cases.
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(e)

Training

The Secretary of State, the Secretary of Homeland
Security, the Secretary of Health and Human Services,
and the Attorney General shall provide specialized
training to all Federal personnel, and upon request,
state1 and local personnel, who have substantive contact
with unaccompanied alien children. Such personnel
shall be trained to work with unaccompanied alien children, including identifying children who are victims of
severe forms of trafficking in persons, and children for
whom asylum or special immigrant relief may be appropriate, including children described in subsection
(a)(2).
(f )

Omitted

(g)

Definition of unaccompanied alien child

For purposes of this section, the term “unaccompanied alien child” has the meaning given such term in
section 279(g) of title 6.
(h)

Effective date

This section—
(1) shall take effect on the date that is 90 days
after December 23, 2008; and
(2) shall also apply to all aliens in the United
States in pending proceedings before the Department of Homeland Security or the Executive Office
for Immigration Review, or related administrative
or Federal appeals, on December 23, 2008.
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(i)

Grants and contracts

The Secretary of Health and Human Services may
award grants to, and enter into contracts with, voluntary agencies to carry out this section and section 279
of title 6.

